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LET'S MAKE.THE

' What people say behind ,

FINAL WAR LOAN

, your back is.your standing in the community.

A GREAT SUCCESS
—Contributed

YOUR PROGRESSIVE ROME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

New Series No. 1091

SCOUTS TO HOLD
DISTRICT COURT
HERE MONDAY

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, December 13, 1945

STOPS AT EXPIRATION DA

Publisher's - Family, Separated Since Early Fall Of 1940,
Lookirig Forward To Reunion During' Christmas Season

Standard Printing Co
220-230 S First St
Zone 2

NOTICE!

; No. 50

'CHRISTiAS SEALS
TO FIGHT T.B. ARE
NOW ON SALE

The Ledger and Times is under
contract with the American Legion
to publish a historical record of
men and women of Calloway County who served in World War Two.
The material for this record has
been compiled for publication in
book form, which the Legion expected to sell to the public.
It is with profound regret that
we are compelled by circum:
stanc.s to announce that it will be
Boy Scouts of Happy Valley Disimpossible for us to carry out our
Calloway county Is working on
trict will meet in Murray Moncontract with the Legion due to the -eradication of tuberculosis
day night, December 17. at the
mechanical limitations and our in- again this year through the sale of
Murray Woman's Club House, to
ability to .get this work done by the Christmas Seals. Wednesday's
hold district, court, it was ansome other printing house.
mail carried hundreds of letters
nounced by Dr.
C. Wells, chairRather than disappoint 2.000 vet- containing messages of the prevalman of the advancement commiterans and their families whom we ence of tuberculosis in the county
tee.
have promised to publish this ma- and the use of the money received
Harry Miller, superintendent
terial in book form we are doing from the sale of the seals, to the
Calloway County
Frozen Food
the next best thing we are equip- Calloway County people who are
Lockers, will be the principal
ped to do. that is to publish all credited with beeng interested in
speaker before an assembly Of
the material compiled in the form the welfare of the community. Dr.
Scouts, their parents, and other
of a supplement•to the Ledger and J. A. Outland, state director add
friends.
Times which will be distributed to county health doctor, assisted by
Badges of rank will be presented
our readers free.
the Woman's.Club .committee comto the Scouts at this time, Dr.
It will take several weeks to get posed of Mrs. G. B. Scott, Mrs. A.
Wells said, and the parents of all
all of this material published and M. Wolfson, and Mrs. A. F. Doran,
Scouts are urged to be present.
1ST LT. VYRON ,W. MITCHELL we suggest that readers save the have, been, inetriunental in getting
S 1-C PERCY IC WILLIAMS
1ST LT. W. BRYANT WILLIAMS
CAPT. AS. C. WILLIAMS
LT. (j.g.) IL LEE WILLIAMS
supplements from week to week so these letters out.
that they will eventually have the
The letters also carried a block
;0
onnz
e ofs,fno
• Patton's forces ,acroa's France in • •talion at Camp Hood, Tex. Fromt. Jo Clete Bobbins, daughter of Mr,
ca_ sW1it
,
;
eevi
c
h the rey_hi
turn Anu
ris, Tenn
oPa
ianu_w
complete historical record for fil- of the Christmas Seals, with the
Robbins on March
,,,be
17,
e
to
m
s sOeflec
htied
s corm.'...Germany, Austria and Czechoslo- there he went -to Ft. Lewis, Wash., and
ing or reference purposes.
hope that the receivers wQul,,drethe Navy Radar 'school vakia. „He wears five battle stars, where be was promoted- to First 11, 1943.' ATe -returned from overfifteen day leave from the -U. S. training
In addition to supplying-this ma- turn' a penny for each seal enNavy air base at Key. West, Fla., at rt. Lauderdale, Fla.
was was 'awarded the Bronze Star Lieutenant.
He went overseas seas October 9 and is spending
terial to our readers free of charge closed.
on December 15th the family of formerly employed by TVA in the medal, for meritorious achievemenL with the 844th T. D. battalion of 45 day leave with his, wife, at .the in serial form we are prhAttrig 1,000
-.During- tit* year -1844. 1722 People
Mr. and Mrs. W. Percy Williams, maps 'and surveys department in the ETO ribbon, The American the First Army January 1, 1944. home of his parents.- He re-enlist- extra copies which may be obtaindied
in
Kentucky
of tuberculosis.
1102 Chickasaw, Will be re-united Paris, Tenn., having received his Theatre ribbon and served over- In England
he was promoted to ed in -the army on November 13 ed at or office at .05 each.
lrourteeA of those lived in Calloway
WASHINGTON,--PreSideht Tru- for the first time since Christmas, first experience in engineering as seas for 19 monthe He returned the rank of Captain and he landed for a- period of 18 months and
Note: We have colINted $1.00 County_
For every death from
man Wednesday asked that resi- 1940.
a rodman for "the State Highway to America November 15. was- dis- in Normandy for ,active combat will retaip his present ra(llt.7 He
each for all the cuts purchased to that dread disease there are eight
charged at Fort Knox, Ky.,,three Jtqy 11, 1944. He fought through- will assume active . duty: Jaritiery
dential property be placed under
Five members of the family have Department.
run in the book. Most of these known Active cases making 116
price control and direct1 rein- ,been serving in the armed forces,
He js the oldest' Member of his days later and resumed his posie out the war and was injured in 1 at Ft. Bragg, N. C.
have already appeared in the Led- known cases in this county.' Many
Lt. leg.) Herbert Lee Williams
statement of the priority sesie-in On all of tftem except S 1-C Williams, family of seven brothers and sis- tion with Post-Intelligencer last the arm and leg in Belgium on
ger and Times and all wildappear cases are not far enough developed
enliste_tin the Navy as a volunbuilding materials.
having been in combat overseas ters and was educated in the Monday.
December 17, 1944, in. the "bail
in the aupplernents. -Sheekleehere that theT have been recognized.
Lt. Williams also was' educated of the bulge." He was hospital- teer Sept. 4, 1941, and was assignHis actions contemplated special throughout the War in Europe and schools of Florence. Ala , and Paris.
be any who consider our inability
The seals you buy at Christmas
preference to veterans in need of in the Pacific.
He married Miss Dorothy Enoch, in the public schools in Florence, ized in France and subsequently ed to . the destroyer "Bainbridge"
to print the book in anywise a time are at work every day of
for
duty
as
a
yeoman
in
the
North
in
Paris,
Tenn.,
and
Ala.,
and
housing.
daughter
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
Spurgeon
England
home
for
milisent
to
Where
he
conThe first to leave
breach of faith on' our part the the year in the fight against tuberAt the same time, Mr. Truman tary training were Captain James Enoch. on March 19, 1936. They was married to Miss Julia Sensing, tracted pneumonia. Upon his re- Atlantic without any boot training.
dollar paid for the cut will be culosis. Some of the funds from
announced appointment of Wilson C. Williams and First Lt. Vyron W. have two children, Jimmie and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. covery he re-joined his company He was at Norfolk, V.2.. only six
cheerfully' refunded upon request. the sale each
year have been
weeks
before
he
went
to
Boston
1933.
They
W. Wyatt, former .mayor of Louis- Mitchell, who married Miss Eu- Jeanette, and they make their home Sensing on August 27,
on the continent and engaged in
W. P. WILLIAMS.
spent in our local hospitals for
ville. as special -housing expeditor nice Williams on March 18, 1043), at 109 Lake Street, Paris, Tenn.
have one son, William Bryant Wil- some of the most savage fighting where he went aboard ship. He
Publisher Murray Ledger pneumothorax treatments: hospitalunder the Office of War Mobiliza- as members of Battery A 115th
First Lt. W. Bryant Williams, 'limns III, and they live at 1101 which marked the final stages of served 15 months in the North and
and Times.
ization aria x-rays. A reserve is
tion and Reconversion.
st Wood Street, Paris,
the war. He then served in the South Atlantic and Carribean. His
Field Artillery which left for Fort resigned his position as General
being kept to establish all indiCaptain James C. Williams left Army of Occupation and had destroyer was credited with sinkThe the-point program calls Jackson, S. C., in September, 1940. Manager of Post-Intelligencer on
gent cases in the new hospital,
ris with Battery _A io 1940. hay- sharge of five camps occupied by ing five submarines. He was
for
All five of ..the boys were vollin-A December 28. 1942, to enter the
and some, of the fund is .at the dise".1. §peedy release of government- teers in the various branches of army. He went to Camp Wallace. ipg volunteered for one year's more than 10.000 displaeed -Persons. transferred to the Cruiser Sante
posal of the local doctors and hosowned surplus housing units and the services in which they enlisted Texas where he took his basic training in the National Guard.
He wears the Silver Star Medal Fe and served four months. He
pitals.
building materials for use in hous- and all earned commissions on training and was later transferred He was placed on inactive status for bravery in the battle of the then served in the communications
Reading ,traffic
John Windell
ing veterans and their families.
merit in the army and navy with to officer candidate Fh001 at at the end of the year and accepted bulge, the Purple Heart Medal,. the department of the Navy at Pearl
2. A -reeleisuen. now •be4ag pea- the exception of 8 1-C Waharns, Camp Davis, N. C.. ortilefe-he -re- empioyment at Camp Tyson in the 'tJa-si.ice Star Medal foc
meri- Harbor for seven months and was manager for Layne & Bowler. Inc..
fall of 1941 With the entry of thi* torious achievement, five battle - recommended for the Midshipman's of Memphis tot 20 etteirs, died at
pared for release before the mid- who was the last to enter the ser- ceived his commission.
Me was assigned to the 544th An- country into war he was recalled stars. the E.T.Q. ribbon, the Amer- School at Northwestern University St. Joseph Hospital where he.
dle of the month, establishing pri- vice last May. lie has received
orities on building materials
two promotions since he enlisted ti-Aircraft Artillery Company of to duty and returned to the outfit ican theatre ribbon, American de- at Chicago where he was com- had been a patient since Saturday.
The President said this regula- in the navy and is now crew chief the Third Army and went over- at Fort Jackson.
Captain Williams missioned as an Ensign upon grad- He had been ill for some time with
fense ribbon.
Miss Leevada Thorn, 14. died at
a heart ailment He was 72.
Later he was assigned to 0.C.S. was educated in the Paris, Tenn. uation.
tion would establish priorities for of an engineering unit engaged in seas in April, 1943. after extensive
Born in Frankfort. Ky, Mr. the home of her parents. Mr. and
multiple dwelling housing units building the Navy's permanent air training in camps in California. at Ft. Sill. Okla., where he received schools and attended Vanderbilt
In May, 1944, he was put in the
Mrs Ray Thorn. Dexter. at 7.45
costing $10.000 or less per unit. He installation at Boca Chica on Key Ile landed in Normandy with the a commission as Second Lieuten- University three years. He is a amphibious forces and assigned to Reading came to Memphis about
Tuesday night following a threesaid that would mean "about SO West. He received his boot train- Third Army in July and served ant and went immediately as a vol. member of the Phi Kappa Phi frae LST No. 1027 which was commis- 32 years ago. He was a former
president of the Northeast Mem- day illness of pneumonia.
per cent of all building materials mg at Great Lakes, Ill, and was throughout the sweep of General Onteer in a Tank Destroyer Bat- ternity. He was married to Miss
(Continued on Par Two)
She was a member of the freshphis Civic Club and was an'- acwill be channeled into this "type
tive member of the Memphis Traf- man class of &Imo High School
balance
with the
of building,"
fic Club. He was a Presbyterian and was a popular member of the
available for commercial, industrial
student body.
and lived at 1083 Morehead.
higher-priced dwelling and for
Besides her parents she has five
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Adeline
Peace on earth is 'here again,
other construction, public or privReading; a stepsons Sgt. Edward sisters: Mrs. Walter Stalls. Julia
and it finds a world that is
ate. He said he was acting under
Mr and Mrs. Eubert Hale, Route
Carl Kennedy of Memphis, recsnt- Mae, Rachael. Edna and Josephine
hearesseary of fighting and
the second War Feder Act.
1, on the birth of a daughter,
Mrs Sheltie Ethridge Sleeper
Thorn; and two brothers, William
shooting
In a special adverA number of Woodmen from Cal- ly returned from overseas and in
3_ Ceiling prices on old and new Glenda Ann. on December 9..
died at- a Murray hospital Tuesday
the process of receiving his dis- Daniel and Roy Hulon Thorn.
tisement
this
week,
the
delegates
police
attended
as
loway
County
housing, a field in which he said
Mr and Mrs. Thomas H. Allen,
DeKalb.
Illinois
(Special
A
noon ft:Mowing a brief illness of
Funeral services will be conductMiss Margaret
department is requesting the
the Kentucky Head Camp Conven- charge; a sister.
sharp prices had brought a threat Route 3, Paris. Tenn., on the birth
crop of 34 17 bushels per acre won
pneumonia.
ed today at the Church of Christ
C,
and
Washington,
D.
of
Reading
public
to
refrain
from
shooton
Dethe
Owensboro
has
been
tion
held
of inflation which
of a daughter, Martha Tom, on the corn growing championship of
Mrs. Ethridge who was 48 years cember, 10-11. Gordon Crouch, a two brothers, Steele Reading of at Dexter. Burial will be in the
ing fireworks this Christmas.
most menacing in our economy.
•
December 7.
Calloway in the 1945 National Deof age, had made her home in Mur- member of the Lynn Grove Camp, Washington and W. T Reading of Stewart Cemetery.
Christmas is a time Of peace.
"We are urging all the powers
Growing
ConRev. and Mri Chas. P. Herndon Kalb Hybrid Corn
ray for a number of years She was was honored by being elected Head Riverside, Calif.
net noise and confusion. Many
that have been granted the adminon the birth of a son, Ronald test, it was learned this week.
Mrs. Reading is a niece of Mrs.
a member of the First Christian Banker for the Kentucky Jurisclic-'
nen icemen are Monte again for
istration to combat it," he added.
Jarrres MeCallon of Murray is the
Steven. December 11.
Church.
the first time in 'several seare
tion. Rainey T. Wells of Omaha. Nettie Weatherly and bas often
where she has
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Murphy, corn grower who has made this
and certainly a little quiet and
Survivors include her husband. general attorney, was in attend- visited in Murray
Murray, on the birth of a son, Lee outstanding yield in this locality
tranquility isn't too mush to
Frank Sleeper. and two children, ance. Others attending from the many friends.
in competition in which thousands
Walter, on December 5.
ask for them. This year .ae
county were: Gloria and Jimmie Ethridge
Mr and Mrs Otis Workman of
of farmers from 19 principal corn
have the chance to enjoy our
Mr and Mrs. Jerald Trimble,
Funeral services have not been
Oscar Turnbow, H. I. Neely, Bu- Wayne Jones Injured Wlhile Route I. Murray, were among win'producing states participated, acfirst peaceful Christmas since
Hardin, on the birth of a 'ion on
arranged.
ford Hurt, L. R. Sanders, Kai Hurt, Trying to Catch Guineas
ners in the annual corrtept sponcording to officials of this biggest
1940 let's make the most of
December 11.
Hafford Parker. Finis Weathersored by the Courier-Journal and
corn yield cornpetition.
Mrs. C. C McKinney, 51. died at
it.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kelso, Lynn
Niftier
ford, Harry I. Sled& Leon Crider,
Wayne Jones, young son of Mr. Louisville Times. and Radio StaOther big yields 'recorded were
a Murray hospital Sunday after- Grove, en the birth of a boy. Jer— - -Caribe Hendon, Fred Paschall, Lee and Mrs Wilson Jones of Route tion WHAS in which Mrs. Work-,
made by Luther, coock and J. E.
noon at 3.30 after a four imonth's ry Duane. December 10.
Doe to sickness the senior play, Barnett, Max B. Hurt.
5, Benton, was admitted to the man won $150 in the better homes
Payne.
illness of paralysis
"Aunt Susie Shoots the Works," at
Peter
Muir of Louisville was clinic Tuesday with a broken leg. contest. and Mr. Workman. won $.10
Mrs. McKinney wits well-known
Murray High gchool has been post- elected Head Consul for the state Wayne fell while chasing guineas in the farm improvement contest.
• LICENSE PLATES
in this county where ghp had many
poned until December 21
Truman Names Fact Finders
for the next two years.
at his home.
INS.
ov
of
member
waa
a
friends. She
named a factPresident
Truman
county
Williams,
Rusitell
Mary
church
Baptist
Grove
thY Elm
Wednesday to inwhere the funeral was conducted court clerk. announced Wednesday finding board
The music department of MurGeneral Motors strike
Mondaf afternoon at 2 o'clock that license plates are now avail- quire into the
ray High School, under the direcMine
WorkUnited
CIO's
and
the
Licenses
bought.
may
be.
able
and
with the Het'. J H. 'Thurman In
pledged its tion_ of Miss Macy Elizabeth Robcharge. Burial was in the Out- are not due until January 1 and ers 'Union promptly
erts, will present a Chrtstmas Vesonly cotton gin was
are not delinquent until March 1. cooperation with the., group.
land Cemetery
pointed by
General MacArthur,
Federal Aid For Stateper -program on Sunday,+Derem- Kentucky Lake Is Proposed
slightly „damaged by fire WednesSurviving Mrs. McKinney are
and
to
participate
in
the
prosecuAs
Site
nitWorld
Capital
ber 16, at 4.00 in the afternoon in
Schools Killed by Vote
• tion. but that none had yet named day about 3 pm.The blaze apher husband, Route 5, Murray;
the High School auditorium. This
parentll started in the cotton JuduSe.
Lola Hutchens,
daughters, Mrs.
MAYFIELD,
IC,x,„
Dec.
10
--Kensuch personnel.
program is an annual event of thg
WASHINGTON, Dec. - —A bill
Mrs Flora Gains,
Chicago, .111.,
The gin normally baled befween
Christmas season, and has been en- tucky Laity was proposed as the proposing' federal....-aid for state
Lane-aster Mrs. Annie Grey, Mur800 and 1000 bales kif cotton yearly,
joyed by large audiences for the site of the new -world capital to- school systems was killed today Control of Real Estate
day by C. M. Rhodes, president of
ray; Pfc. Lettie Jackson. Boston.
and was owned by W. B. _Spalding.
past two years.
by the margin of a single vote in Prices Is Hinted
the Mayfield-Graves county Chem!
Mass., Mrs. Faye Ross, Murray.
All meetings will be at 700 p.m.
At a meeting held in the office
the:
House
education
committee.
Familiar carols and other Christ- ber of Commerce.
------sons: Pvt. Elbert McKinney, Camp of Dr. H. H. Woods. president cif
Member of the Committee will
H. Tucker Is High
The vote was 10 to 9, members
music will be presented by
WASHINGTON, Dec. 7—PresiMr, Rhodes pointed out that CoPickett. Va., Fan l .McKinney, Ash- Murray State College. on Saturday be present at each of these meet- mas
said, following an executive sea.. dent Truman said today there will Salesman In State
various
organizations
of
the
High
Murray;
MeKinney,
lumbus.
Ky.. was once considered
land; W D
morning. December 8. plans were ings, and will be prepared to adMimic departments includ- as the site for the capital of the sion ofrthe committee.
bave to be some sort of control
sisters: Mrs. Nora Rushing, Chris- made to hold a series of meetings vise veterans concerning training School
Hiram Tueker is high saiesman
Chorus.
Girls
Glee
ing
the
Mixed
A group of more than 30 bi-par- over real estate prices- to prevent
of
Janes;
topher. Ills Mrs. Cora
throughout Calloway County, in Under Public Law 348 (G. 1. Bill) Club, Grade School Choir. Boys United States and lost by only one
in the state, according to M B.
tisan
members
of
the
House
and
inflation.
vote ,and said "there is no reason
Metropolis, 111.; and brother*, Lu- which a program of training of in- ear Public Law 16 (Rehabilitation).
Nugent, state director of the State
Girls why
Quartet,
Mixed Quart*
He also told la news cooference
Kehtucky Lake should not Senate drafted and supported the
ther Alexander, Christopher, Ill., terest to discharged service men
The committee for Calloway
Farm Mutual Insurance Company,
several
Quartet,
Girls
Trio,
an
measure,
which
would
have
apthe
administration
would
shortly
command some attention as the
and Robert Alexander. of thia coun- will be explains's).
Any veteran county consists of the following:
soloist.
first announce a plan to re-establish a Louisville
place for building the new world propriated $50.000.000 the
•
ty.
Ed FlIbeck. Selective Service
who is interested in any field of
Mr. Tucker was leading man be
year and 8100,000.000 the second priorities systrm on building macapital'
Veterans
AdAdams,
Board;
0.
A.
these
attend
activity should plan to
approximately 200 points in the
year
terials
AmerGraham,
or
ministration;
C.
M.
training,
meetings. In-service
has been
new agents.
The purpose of the priorities, Mr. list of
•
complete vocational training in the ican Legion; Dr. R. H. Woods, Murin this business for the past month
Facts About Steel Strike
Truman explained
would
be
to
LassiPrentice
College;
Tojo Trial Is Set For
agriculture, industry, ray State
fields of
channel supplies of lumber and only.
PITTSBURGH, Dec. 12 --Facts Trial in January
banking or business will 4e ex- ter. Calloway County Schools; W.
other materials to home construcrestaurant
popular
a
Schools
Tuesday about the threatened steel strike
The Hut.
"'Z. Carter, Murray City
Frank
Pashea died
plained
tion.
Dyer, Farm Security Ad- morning at 345 in St. Louis, Mo.
with the college vicinity . and the
set by the CIO-United Steel WorkTOKYO. Dec. 7 -War crime
The meetings, as planned, will Connie
held ers to begin January 14:
ministration; George Hart, Bank Of
whole eommunity was totally de- be held as follows:
Funeral
were
trials of top Japanese are schedservices
stroyed by fire about 3:30 Monday
The issue. _A $2-a-day increase uled to start in January, with
Murray; T. H. Stokes. Feopies Sav- Thursday at 2 o'clock at Math
. S., Britair and Russia
Monday, DeSchool,
High
*Hazel
partially
The loss was
morning_
Welk; S. V. Foy, County Hermann and Son's Chapel. Burial In pay for an eight-hour work day former Premier Hideko Tojo high To Talk Atomic Control
ings
17.
cember
Present wages.—For commop la- on the calendar for the proceedings
covered by insurance, and was
'Agents A-." Carman, .Agriculteral wale in Bellefontaisie
. Cemetery.
K irk sey High School. Tuesday, Education; Vocation
Agerioulture
owned by Mr. and Mrs, Gene
He is sdrvived by his. wit-. Mrs. bor, the pay is $625 a day. For at which death penalties Probably
WASHINGTON,
Dec.
7—The
December 18
Hughes.
Teachers: J. H. Walston, Milton Musette- Marshall 'Pashea, former- the average steel worker it is es- will be asked, the American chief 'foreign secretaries of the United
According to reports, the fire is
Lynn Grove High School. Wed- Walston, Buford. Hurt, B. ,r. Cot- ly of .this county: 'one 'son, Terry "timated at $8.98 a day.
prosecutor tkisclosed today.
States, Britain and Russia - will
Frank Pashea; two sisters. Mrs. :Workers_ _Union estimates place
Joseph B. Keenan, special prose- Meet in Moscow Dec 15. the State
presumed to have started in the nesday. December M.
trell, Raymond Story.
Almo High School, Wednesday,
kitchen, and WAS under Stich headAll of the above institutions and Harry Ruhmana and Mrs. Terry the number of members in the steel, cutor newly arrived in Tracy() with Department-- announced tonight ,to
organizations were represented at Matson.' He was well known in aluminum and iron ore industries his staff, said
ed Nations tackle an array of ,criticil-internaway when discovered by resident!' December ,19
Training High School, Thursday. the meeting held at Dr. Woods' of- his home town and has many who would be made idle at above had been invit
nearby that no checis could be
afe mem- Hone) Issues including control of
December'20
friends.
700,000.
;kers of the co
made
fice.
ch will be ap- atomic energy

on

Harry Miller To
Address Assembly
At,Club House
-.

Wpm.

Lit

Letters Mailed This
Week to Citizens
Of Calloway County

Truman Asks
Price Control
On Residences

t

J. W.Reading, 72,
Dies In Memphis

Leevada Thorn, 14,
Dies of Pneumonia

NEM

•••411,

The Ledger
Congratulates

James McCallon
Makes Corn
Growing Record

Quiet Christmas
•

Mrs. Frank Sleeper Local Woodmen at
Convention
Dies of Pneumonia State
At Owensboro

Mr. And Mrs. Otis
Workman Winners

Mrs. C. C. McKinney
Funeral Monaay at
Elm Gro'Ve Church-

Murray High-School
Christmas Program
December 16,4 P.M.

-13„

Cotton Gin Damaged
by Fire Wednesday
cam*,iy.,

World News Told In Brief

Calloway County Veterans Advisory
Committee to Hold Meets in County

The Hut Burned
Monday Morning

Frank, Pashea Dies
In St.'Louis, Mo.
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-

,f JOteeeboro. Ark.. are guests of ing been called to attend the bedher parents. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford side of Mrs. • Lula Risenhoover,
Mr. Henry will join who fell and suffered a broken
•
Dr Or vii C Wells will return l Melugin..
Mr hnd Mrs Elton Hayden. Friday
from
Columbus. Ohio them here for the Christmas holt- hip.
troiL have returned to Kentucky en
— Iv:110,re be attended theeteveele -see- i
Marvin Wrather has esold his
reside 'Their •'Nome Will' Iii --. I ond annual meeting of the Ameri- 1
Mrs Mayme Randolph spent the I home on Main Street to Jack FarmMayfield
Mrs Hayden is the can Academy of Optometry, which i week-end
in Pad ecah with her er. according to reports.
daughter of Mr and Mrs John . was jteld at Deshier-Wallick Hotell daughter, Miss Elizabeth Ftandolph. I
' Mrs Rhecla Oury left for Florida
Suiter
December 9 through December 12.1 Mrs Randolph was honoree at see- j Wednesday.
V
Miss Loche: Fey Hart has been Dr Wells represents Kentucky on l era' informal parties during her I We. P. 0. Henry is visiting her
of flu the peel week,
the Board of Regent, of,the Aced-! tut.
son, Milton Henry, and family, at
•
Mrs,. E J. Beale is a patient in erne
Lt. Jeines Lassiter left today foe il Phillipsburg. Ma
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Henry of
a lacer hospital
Mrs. George Henry and children Durham. N C. for a check-up at
- the
the hospital and to receive orders. Phillipsburg. Mo.. announce
Mrs. E. Et Houeton, Mrs. Lois birth °Lea daughter. Anita Corinne.
Waterfield and Mrs. W Z. Carter weight 7 pounds. on December 8.
Beckham Youngblood. from the
will attend the nneting of the Kentuck,
/ Fraternal Congress in Pas! north side of the county, left Satducah tomorrow. Mrs. Waterfield iuday for Ventura. Calif.
212 Broadway
Padttcah, Kentucky
Mrs. B. Melugin is a patient at
will preside as president.
Bruce Ferguson of Eddyville is the Keys-Houston Clinegfor treat\VEST KENTUCKY'S MOST MODERN
spending a few days visiting with ise. nt.
SPORTING GOODS STORE
Mrs. Hiram Tucker is ill.
relatives in the county.
Hunt.ing. Fishing and Athletic Supplies, Games
Mrs. T D Smith is improving at
Ensign and Mrs. Charles' Kivett
the Keys-Houston Clinic
and Hobbies.,.are visiting relatives in MiddlesMrs Lula Risenhoover is restAuthorized Dealer Crossley Electrical Appliances
boro. and Knoxville. Tenn
ing comfortably at the Keys-HousMiss Marilyn Mason has returnton Clinic, where she was admitJoe Marshall
Robt. W. Keneipp
slifiarni, Fla. where she
ed
ted after sustaining a broken hip.
, spent several weeks with ,friends.
4
Miss Mary Jacqueline Wear has
Scott
Sgt. and Mrs G
recovered from a recent attack of
"Standard"
"Standard"
have returned to Denver. COI- folinfluenza.
20 per cent
lowing a furlough spent with their
Dr and Mrs. Hugh Houston flew
HOG FATTENER
parents. Mr and Mrs. G B Scott
to Louisville Wednesday
LAYING MASH
and Mr and Mrs J. 0. Chambers.
All pigs soon make a hog of Sgt Henry Holton of Camp Misses Janot Smith, ;teary Frances Willsams, Nancy Wear. and
High in quality but reasona- themselves when eating this Grant.
Ill spent several dayi this
ble in_price. In pretty print feed. A complete feed — week in the home of Mr and Mrs. Lochie Fay Hart are ill of flu.
Earl Slaughter visited Mr. and
bags.
nothing else needed.
Mrs John Cole this-week.
daughand
Kirk
Frank
Mrs. Ed
is -41L
H
CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING EVERY DAY
The Rev T
ter, Edwina, have returned from
spent
they
where
Ft. Henning. Ga ,
"You Never Pay More At Ross Feed Store"
several weeks v.ett Pvt. Kirk. whe
ts stationed there
Mrs John Robinson of Bristol
visiting in Murray. hayNorth Third Street
Telephone 101
/*terra , Fey. -.Tenn.

• LOCALS-

VISIT

a

Mrs. Warren Swarm is e patient
in a Murree hospttel.

SPORTS CENTER

INC.

ROSS FEED COMPANY

Barney Barrow
Anil Quartet To Sing
at Elm Grove Dec. 16
-The famous Victor Quartet of.
St. Louis,
well-known radio
stare.
will sing at Elm drove
Church o'Sunday, December 16, at
the morning service.
In ,the afternoon the quartet
will give a musical program from
2 to 4 o'clock at the church.
The manager and one of the
members of the quartet is Barney Barrow formerly of- this county. He is a brother of Mrs. Don
Parker.

-,arALTIa.0 KllllT
roa,
For DAD, MOTHER, SISTER, or BROTHER
You're sure to find just the thing that will please
them on Christmas
SUGGESTIONS:
• PERFUME and COLOGNE
• TOILET SETS
• PIPES and TOBACCO

officer of the 949th F. A. Battalion in June, lee* landing In
Normandy with the Third Army
early in June. He fought throughmit the Patton push through France
and was in the heavy fighting at
Metz.
He was hospitalized last
spring and evacuated from England after V-E Day for further
treatment in this country at Tempts, Tex. He was discharged from
the service on November 19 and
has accepted a position as mechanical superintendent of the PostIntelligencer. He wears the ETO
ribbon with four battle stars, the
American Theatre and American
Defense ribbons'.

PUBLISHERS
,Contnnied from Page One
stoned at Fkieton
The vessel immediately sailed for the South Pacific where it became part of the
Seventh Fleet which spear-headed
the invasion of the Philippine*.
Dutch Borne, OkIIIIIW11, and finally engaged in transporting troopi
and equipment to the mainland of
Japan.

'He was separated from his ship
at Manila under the Navy's point
system October 20. arriving at San
Francisco one month later and was
discharged at Milhngton as a Lt.
j
Thanksgiving Day
He arrived home November 30
He weers. 11 Campaign stars,
American Defense. American Theatre. E.T O.. Pacific-Asiatic, Philippine Liberation ribbons and hie
Unit received three commenoittsons
from army and navy theatre commanders subsequent to the Zaen. LOUISVILLE, Ky . December leoariga operation
la--eSpeciali—Onlv three of four
Like his three brothers he re- iveduled basketball glitneN. in the ceived his elementary and high
Kentucky Innienelleeteitei—At
Dot Trairringe ert -the srhesesConference took place last week, Paris. He received his B.A. de'the fourth one being cancelled be- gree at Murray State College in
eainse et. sickness of team enerns May. 1940. and was awarded a felbers. the Associated Press reported lowship at the University ot MisMonday The conference"will hold sissippi Where he received his Masa tourney in Lotuseille February ter's degree Magna Cum Laude in
21, 22 and 23 and even now col- August. 1441. thirty days before he
••••leges Ire planning on sending large enlisted in -the Navy..
delegations of spectators to the
First IA. Vyron. W. Mitchell left
event.
-,-Parts with Battery,. A in SeptenaEastern opened its slate a week ber, IMO, and -received.. hia_ basic
ago Monday night by 'overwhelm- training at Carrtp Jackson,
C.
ing Berea. 91-21. and then returned after participation in maneuvers
to the hardwood Wednesday ni take in Louisiana. He was selected for
the measure of Georgetown' with tho OCS at Ft Sill. Okla. where
a 60-27 barrage
he received hit. commission as a
The week was definitely a bad eeconOieutenant in the field ar'one for
Georgetown, and the tillery and was sent to Ft. Leonard
Tigers suffered a 60-35 taming at Wood. Mo. From there he went to
Morehead Saturday California for extensive training
the hands
night
The only other KIAC tilt
in desert warfare and was thence
Kentialy eranstetrred to Ft ariruo.-. tu C.
schgduled. . Center at
Wesleyan, was postponed because
where he was promoted to First
of sickness.
Lieutenant. He went overseas as
Morehead
and
the
Uni_Eastern.
veralty of Louisville share the
lodgis top spot while four school"!
''mon. Wesleyan. Berea and Murey still reside in the cellar Cenand Georgetown are the onle
-betweeners .and Western wii,
et enter KIAC play until mid..rniary
Only two KIAC cor.tests have
been scheduled this week as Eastern meets Wesleyan Monday night
at Winchester and Tuesday night
the Sea Cards from Louisville
tangle with Georgetown.
Pet.
•
WE
Louisville
0
1.000
2
1,000
Morehead
2
•Know what character is?
1.000
Eastern
2
0
Cleaning the corners nobody
.500
Centre
1
I•
sees! and Lay, cleaning s extra
tough now, with soap so short.
333
Georgetown
1
2•
You can help by turning In
000
Union
O
1
USED PATS to help make it
000
O
2
Wesleyan
Keep saving, eontcha?
Murray
0
1
000
Berea
0
1
000

KIAC Schools Plan
Delegation To See
Tourney In Feb.

i

ati

He was educated In the public
scheals of Paris and was married
to Miss Eunice Williams on March
18, 1943.
They have one son,
Vyron Wells Mitchell 11 and they
make their home at 514 W Wood
street.
His only two brothers,
Vestal Mitchell and Vybret Mitchell are both now serving in the
armed forces. Vesten serving in
the Marines in California and VIbert with a paratroop unit of the
United States Army at Mazillit,
In addition to their five children
who were represented in the armed forces Mr arid Mrs Williams
have two other children, Miss
Jeene Williams who graivated
from Whitworth College las: June

DIAMOND TAXI
Telephone 232

• FOUNTAIN PEN and
PENCIL SETS
• STATIONERY
• BILL FOLDS

A large selection of other gifts not illustrated

L COLLEGE DRUG

Enjoy the Holidays MORE in Fresh
Cleaned Clothes

Warning!

Elm Grove Church

De

FALSE TEETH

FASTZETH
be port ied

ata
es apt:tyt
De lilt made

to

as unproved ao.der
cope or 10 err plates
o
rt:ity
r4
pitrn
aos
<Lem
:
o e
adp or rook
No gum

or

A Is ate aline (non-acid) Does nab
Cheeks -plate odor' Menthe*
breath). Oct FASTEETH at any drug
@tom

eser.

Hours 2 to 4
BARNEY BARROW
former resident of this
county
Its manager and a member
of the quartet
EVERYBODY INVITED
e

Pontiac Sales and Service
Texaco Products
GENERAL GARAGE REPAIR
• Oil and Grease
• Winterizing

• Tire Repair and Sales
• Accessories and Parts

WASHING AND POLISHING A SPECIALTY

Main Street Motor Sales
East Main

Phone

Street

J. 0. PATTON

59

Murray, Ky.
JOHN WATSON
.MEN=11.1leallaW.1144,

TOBACCO
GROWERS
Sales of more than a MILLION pounds of air cured
tobacco at very good prices ..'. in fact some TWO dollars
above Government supporting average . . . have enabled
us to clear our warehouse floors ta„now be in position to
receive and offer the balance of this type tobacco orderly
and make prompt settlements during each succeeding
sales week until the crop is entirely disposed of.

Firecrackers!

We also have plenty of available space now to receive and hold in storage growers' dark fired tobacco, in
preparation for the opening sales, which in all likelihood
will begin about the first of January. It is also the 'view
that we will have an exceptionally strong market for this
type tobacco.

IT IS AGAINST THE LAW to discharge fire crackers,
rockets or other fireworks in the City of Murray. The sale
of fireworks is also prohibited.

It is therefore urged that growers, both air cured and
of the dark fired types, market your tobacco at MURRAY
to obtain the highest market prices for your tobacco.

THIS IS FAIR WARNING. We ask your cooperation and
trust that no arrests will be necessary.

11`94
—
'
-ii-want to look your best for the festive season ahead (and who doesn't?)
you better send them to SUPERIOR and
have them cleaned and renewed and
made to look like new.

JUST PHONE 44
Done by order of the City Council

SUPERIOR
Laundry and Cleaners

W. B. PARKER
CHIEF OF POLICE

or

108 North Fourth Street

Telephone 44

The
more
cruise

Sunday, December 16

Due to lighter poundage crop than was previously
anticipated, it is expected that the good prices will continue to hold firm on.the air cured type throughout the
remaining selling season.
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The Famous
VICTOR QUARTET

Rock, Slide or Slip?

EZ —

• CIGARETTES by the
carton

the Staff of the P,-I. He has
three other service men on the
staff, Austin Adkinson, editor, who
served with the Marines, Milton E.
Wright, tvhb was recently discharged from the Navy. and Bennett
Coleman, who served 26 months in
the United States Army.
"I have no patience with those
who believe our service ix:ten will
else"We both feel that God has been have to seek employment
mighty good to us,", Mrs. Williams where," he said. "There has never
says. "Naturally at this time our been a time when there was greatof inhearts are filled with gratitude, er need in our city'for men
pleasure to'
but we realize our boys only did telligence and it is •
service
their duty. The feet they did it me to note the number of
absorbwell is a source of pride to us, as men who are rapidly being
we believe it is to all parents who ed into the active businees, civic
and social life of our community.
had sons in World War II."
Thank God that they are back. We
publisher
of
Williams
is
Mr.
need every one of thew.Tenn.,
Past-Intellingencer, Paris.
_Paris Post-tntelbgencer
and the Murray Ledger said Times
of Murray, Kt.' He has been a
member of the Associatted Press
the past 15 years and also belongs
to the Southern Newspaper Publisher's Association.. He moved to
Will Present a 2-hour
Paris with his family December 1,
program
1927, from Florence, Ma., and has
made his home here since that
time. Williams -stated today "It's
been a long time since 1940'' and
at the
that he is glad one of his sons and
son-in-law have deciced to join

.and-who is employed as a bookkeeper for Post-Intelligencer, and
a freshman
Chas. Ernest
at Grove High school. They are
looking forward to the Christmas
season with more than the weal
interest to this important occasion
this year, although Christmas is
always a notable jtoliday in a big

a
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FARRIS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
DORAN LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
GROWERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
OUTLAND LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
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THE LEDGEkes TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1945

1
the Navy's famed "Magic carpet" Anno, was discharged from the with his mother and grand parents
fleet - left Okinawa, November Army at the Fort Knox Separation Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Holton.
22, and is scheduled -to arrive in Center December 5.
Sgt. Ortls H. Key, sorf of One
T-$ Lester L. Dunn, Hazel; T-5 San Francisco
about December 7.
Pfc. Johnie McCuiston, son of Key of Hazel Route 1, has received
Creston D. Duey and Pfe.11.oyd H.
Lt. Wilson Gantt, nephew of Mr. and Mrs. Chris McCuiston, has his discharge from Patterson Field.
Futrell, Murray, were discharged Mrs.
E. L. Mohundro of West Main received his discharge and is at the He and his wife, the former' Miss
at Fort Knox December 4.
'Street, will receive his **discharge home of his parents. In the service Clara Erwin and their small son,
, PEARL HARBOR, T. H.--Moul- eary
in January and will enter more than three years he served Danny, live at 505 Vine street. Sgt.
ton 0. Thomas, PhoM1c, husband Murray State College to receive
two years in the European Thea- Key spent28 - months-in the-Euroof Mrs. Murray V. Thomas, of his master's degree. In the service
tre and was wounded while on duty pean Theatre of Operations and
Murray, Ky., is on his way home. three years, Lt.
Gantt spent many in Italy. '
battle
with
the EAME ribbon
Thomas is one of over 2.250 high- months in both the Atlantic and
ConT-5 W. J. Pitman is home on a stars, the Victory and Good
point Navy veterans when the Pacific with an aircraft carrier.
medals.
duct
furlough
from
20-day
Camp
Blandbringing
back
Carpet"
is
"Magic
Mrs. Gantt, formerly Miss Virginia
T-4 Robert mouttn is on his
to the States aboard the U.S.S. Collie and their small son, Ver- ing, Fla. Mrs. Pitman returned
from three weeks visit with 'her way home from the South Pacific,
HASKELL.
non, have been residing in Detroit,
son.
according to his parents, Mr. and
The U.S.S. HASKELL--one of with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Pfc. Brent Evans, Route 7, was Mrs. Hugh Melugin.
more than 250 carriers, battleships, Fred Collie.
given a discharge from the Army
Leon Smith, Navy, is reported to
cruisers, and attack transports in
Pfc. James C'. siibrey, son of December 7.
be landed in the States. He hasMr. and Mrs. A. L. Bilbrey, HarHerman Guy Todd, 24. son of been in Pearl Harbor for more than
din, Ky., has received his discharge Mr. and Mrs.
Elbert Todd of near
. two years.
RECAPPING and
from Indiantown. Gap, and is now New Concord, arrived
Thursday,
Truett S. Hawley, ACMM, Route
parents.
In
at
the
home
of
his
VULCANIZING
December 8, with an honorable dis- 1, was discharged at Great Lakes
service more than four years, Pfc.
cffarge. He trained in Texas and December 7.
ONE DAY SERVICE
Bilbrey served 18 months ni the
in Virginia. He sailed for overLI.If-g.) Kelly Rogers of KirkTube Repair large injuries
European Theatre. He served with seas the last of
October, 1944. He sey Route 1, and Albert Stone.. S
Airbourne
and
the
First
Allied
• Grade 1 Tires
was stationed
in
Italy. After 1-c, of Murray Route 4, received
wears a Purple Heart for wounds
• Used Tires"
spending 10 months overseas he their discharge§ from Great Lakes,
ribbon
with
in Belgium, the ETO
• First Line Tubes
arrived in the states Aug. 15, 1945, III., on December 5.
five Battle Stars, the Pre-Pearl
and after spending a 30-day furHarbor
ribbon, Victory Medal,
lough with his parents he returned
HALE SERVICE
Americal Theatre ribbon. Before
to. Camp Atterbuxy, Ind.. From
STATION
linducted he viniked-in Highland
there he was sent to Drew Field
East Highway
Park, Mich.
William C. Miller, son of
at Tampa, Fla. He spent a 20-day
T-5 Aaron M., Barkeen, Route 1,
furlough at home and then re- Mrs. Notie Miller and husband of
turned to Dale Mabry Field, Talla- Mrs. Thelma Miller both of Hazel,
arrived Wednesday night for a teas
hassee. Fla.,' and was there until
he received his
discharge last hours enroute to Camp Swift, Tex.
With him were Cpl. John Christwek. Todd left Murray with the
man and Cpl. Tony Anthony, who
group on October 14. 1942.
were also enroute o Camp Swift..
PEARL HARBOR, T. H.-Austlia
Thomas Cheslie Scruggs of the
B. Barrow, MoMM2c,, USNR, husarmed forces is home for a few
band of Mrs. Lyda L. Barrow, of
days visit.
.
404 Sytdimore, Murray, Ky., is on
Buford Hurt, 0. B. Turnbow, Finhis way home. Barrow is one of
is Weatherford. and H. I. Neely
1,000 high-point Navy veterans
were in Owensboro this week atwhom the "Magic Carpet" is bringtending a state meetihg of the
ing back to the States aboard the
Woodmen of the World.
U.S.S. BUNKER HILL.
Wilbur Underwood, son .of Mr.
Cpl. Loyd Hudspeth, Route 1,
A. C. Underwood, is home having
Kirksey, Sgt. William A. Bailey,
received his discharge.
805 Pine St., Pfc. William M. Ross,
Mr. and Mrs. Rudt Hutson have
110 Spruce Street. Murray, were
moved to Bachanain.
discharged from the Army at Fort
Mrs. L. J. Hill and son Keith,
itnox December 9.
Mrs. Collins. -Key and daughter
Pfc, Norrisszj:Cuipegperfloute Jo
Anne, Mrs. -Norton Foster and
8, Sgt. Van R Dunn. 807 -Olive
daughter Fay and son Jbe Tom
Street and T-5 Henry R. WilloughFoster were in Paducah Saturday.
at Tucker Real Estate and Insurance Office
by, Route $, were discharged at
Pfc. A. E. Roane. ir., and his
Fort Knox December 10.
Loc*ted oi
wife will spend the week-end with
Walter 'Baker. P11/11 3-c, 518
,her parents, Dr. and Mrs.
T.
South Sixth street, was discharged
West Male!t.
Peoples Sevings.Bank
Wheeler, in Celina. Tenn,
at Great Lakes, December 10.
4 David Hutton Meeranneit, son of .1144. Bertha....Idaddlux. is in Paris',
- ----------TELEPHONE 122
Tenn., visiting her sister, Mrs. R.
Mrs. Hattie Laura MeCon'nell, arB. Chrisman.
rived last night to spend 15 days
Sgt. J. Claud Wilson is home
with a discharge.
W. B. Scruggs was in Hazel Friday.
Mrs. Ruby Singleton of Pails is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Grace Wilson and son, Boyce Wilson, who
has just been discharged.
Mrs. George Jones was' in Hazel
Friday.
Misses Mildred and 'Marguerite
Padgett of Hardin are visiting Mr.
Iwo-sp..« •Jks ••••I ••• mover
.1
.0)b
end Mrs. Bill Hurt.
.4.6
•,44;
9.• Asa e
4:
i1
-.or
.
OLMS.A maxam
W. Denham
as in Mayfield
yo. Am*• C.11S A ••••••••&•••••• peley 11.•
.
411
/
4
PI S.A. mee provide., cm.111•E• oar.. 5•••
Sunday visiting his sister Mrs.
lAs 5.•104.4. Al •Ad4mes
dry,* by
Lockhart.
11 1
m
rows mdl ono pmml
lets••• onssuip+A.
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Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jones and
i4..,ø..7 ....s.'..,tranotimona (..rApdoo,g
••••A••• • sh• ArAlf
400
1.4
Wiwi
piaamal,
ocripm and bowl
family visited friends in Clinton
"ba ''a
1 t7
'
Worn tosec The gate el
S.A. prorwemen
s 41P°1Z,
t
Sunday.
ge) ',
eNe • fee items pet rley leweattime NOW 'ZP 4
Miss Evelyn Jon• es of Bowling
.
r,
Green will visit her parents, Mr.
as MILIMM
and Mrs. Elmer Jones Christmas.
a
Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Pinkley
visited his father Kin Pinkley in
Bruceton, Tenn., over the weekRepublic Ruildiir..
LOUISVILLE 7 KENTUCKY
end.
Mrs. Lottie Bucy, Mrs. GurtiC
•
Grubbs and Miss Maud Walker
were in Paris Thursday.
Mr_ and Mrs. Collins Key - and
Joe Tom Foster left Monday for
Detroit, Mich.
Miss Bettie Mason spent Sunday
'
.in the Mason hosvisiting patients
pital.
Miss Lucile, Cooper of Mayfield
visited her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
R. L. Cooper Sunday.
Bro. and Mrs. James P. Miller
and little son, Rodney, of Evansville, Ind.. are guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White visited in McKenzie; 'Teen. Sunday.

Welcome Home

'HAZEL NEWS

If you are interested in

INSURANCE
Consisting of

Fire, Life and Automobile
See

BEN THURMOND *

1

.1

•

wAet,

4k,_4

SICKNESS
"
"g .."'sr*

4,.„..

there's no time
for financial worries, too!

PAGE THRill

FLINT NEWS

Murray State Thoroughbrers dethe Southeastern Missouri
Indian* of Cape Girardeau 35-34
here last night.

feated
Mrs. Orval Whitlow is improving.
Norval Short has recovered from
flu.
•
Mrs. A. A. Whitlow of Paducah
spent last week-End with her son
Orval. and Mrs. Whitlow.
Mrs. Charley Carson of Kirksey
spent last
week-end
with her
daughter, Mrs. Laverne Graham.
Mrs. 0. B. Irvan and daughter
of Detroit are visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Lock Hargrow.
.Crandel Stroud has received an!
honorable
discharge 'from
thel
Army. He visited his parents, Mr.'
and Mrs. Ed Stroud Sunday. His
sister. Mrs. Allen McCoy, was a
visitor at. Flint Sunday.
Beginning fourth Sunday in December there will be preaching at
Flint each second and fourth Sunday afternoons. Sunday School on
these two Sundays will be at 1:30
p.m..and preaching following by
the castor, Rev. J JrGough. Sunday School on other' Sundays will
be at 10:30 a.m.
L, A. Gough, son of Rev. and
Mrs. J. J. Gough. has received an
honorable
discharge - from • the
Army.'
FAXON COMMUNITY CLUB
---The Faxon Community Club Met
November 20. We were very proud
to have Dr. Outland 'and Mr. Foy
wjth us.
Dr. Outland-made a-talk on "Our
Future Health Problems", and Mr.
Foy's talk was on the AAA and
4-H Clubs and what they ,Aneant
to a community.
- Old Maid's Convention"
will be presented Saturday night,
December 15, by the women of the
community. Everyone will want
to see this. A meeting of the community club will be called after
the play.
The men_..have....se.t....the-jaOsts for
the school driveway. It sure looks I
nice.

Flowers
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Always the Best Quality and Service
MURRAY'S

-CAPITOL
SAT.- SUN.

DISTINCTIVE
'FLOWER AND
GIFT SHOP

SELECT YOUR GIFT
EARLY
We Are Open Nights

MURRAY
FLORIST AND GIFT SHOP
SOO Oliva...Street

Phone 364-J

BLACK CATS'
A 3act farce, will be given by the
Sophomore Class
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 20
at 7:30 P. M.
in the Auditorium of

at the West Tennessee Hospital at
Bolivar, Tenn.. following a lung illness of complications.
He leaves a wife, Mrs. Grace Wilson, and a numkier of nieces and
nephews.
Funeral services were held by
Bro. A. M. Hawley of-Murray aural
H. F. Paschall, Hazel
Active pallbearers were Odell
Williams, 0. B. Turnbow, Otho
Turner. Coil Overcast, Coleman
Hurt. and Herman George. Honorary pallbearers were Billie Miller, H I. Neely. J. R. Miller, J. W.
Denham, W. G. Blakley, and D.
N White.
Burial was in the Hazel Cemetery.

LYNN GROVE
HIGH SCHOOL
Prices 15c and 25c

VARSITY

RAYMOND STORY, Sponsor

THURSDAY

1 Pint

W

'VW+

SMOKY MOUNTAIN

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

LIQUID MEAT
CURE
ENOUGH FOR 250 TO 300 LBS.

KENTUCKY HOSPITAL SERVICE ASSOCIATION

FUNERAL SERVICES FOR NOCK
WILSON HELD WEDNESDAY
Funeral sr rvices were held.Tues-day afternoon at the Hazel Baptist
church for Nock Wilson who died

4

Good covers, makes full
bed - 2 pieces

and

... for the laughs.

•
A LIQUID TO BE USED INSTEAD
OF SMOKE
This liqui.11 contains dealcoholized
pyroliglirous acid, condensed hickory fire smoke, browned sogar, and
spices.
ki()1.1)

BY

MANY OTHERS
INCLUDING
Shag Rugs

J. T. Wallis & Son

. $3.95 to $8.95

At the present time we can't
say when ELK BRAND garments
will be there but we hope it
won't be too long.

Smokers (all metal)'
$2.95 to $6.95
Magazine Racks

$2.95

Coffee Tables
$6.95 to $18.95

Ross HUNTER • Fortuna) BONANOVA
Doris MERRICK • Gloria HOLDEN
scre,okry b5 Richard Cii sn• CA•ries SMinoa
Produced by TED RICHMOND • Duected by DEL LOILD

SUNDAY

Meet the

amorous imp that

•

"TES S" ,

your chuckle.'

into roars!

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

evaleitee

ADELE NUNS • CHARLES WINNIIIM
ADDED ATTRACTION THE NEW MARCH OF TIME

Krk!T'ICKY

"JUSTICE COMES TO
GERMANY"
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RUSSELL BOWMAN
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chonpos your "NO'S" into

Incorpor•Nd
NOrICNSVILLE

MONDAY

VAN-

SHIRT AND OVERALL COMPANY

1 CRASS FURNITURE Co.

AND

a
tat
5 it .rfiAA' at,„t

ELK BRAND

$8.95

"Na Odor Lew"
'Tithe Tea" '
"OW MacDonald
KW A Fans'
And

.0.1.•11111•••••

ELK BRAND work garments
will carry the same high quality
material and workmanship as
pre-war days when you find
:
them again on the shelves of
merchant.
favorite
your

Floor Lamps
$17.95

playing havoc

with your funnyhone

DEPENDABLE
QUALITY

$122.50

I

TUES. - WED.

Spring Filled Living
Room Suites

MirroFS
$3.95 to $17.50

Table Lamps

E ROBERTS•PETER COOKSON

dy

VIRGINIA Nita
EDWARD ASHLEY
Frehtrist(

‘1(TOR IklAGLEI1
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WHEELF.R-ROANE WEDDING
VOWS NOVEMBER 29
Kiss Iris, Wheeler. daughter of
Dr. it115...5 J T. Wheeler, of
Cell'
yre. Tenr.. became the bride of
A. E. Boone. Jr.. ion of Mrs.
este Su.son Roane. Of Hazel NoThe ceremony Ned;
vember 24i
.solomenized Thursday at I -p.m. in

.

vtit

,

His mother is the former Miss Atnuptial-muslc, which included "An- and B-I 'in this territory.
dantifte" by 'Lehlare, "I Love You
The couple will make their home lanta Bynum.
Truly," which he played during
in the Jackson Apartments on HarMr. arid Mrs Puckett. visited.
'the ceremony, and Mendelosoluas
Friday. December 14
ris street.-„Sik,
; Mo., paper.
rstiien
.
friends in Murray Sunday, DecemWedding March,
Mrs Wells Purdom will be hosber 2.
The bride was attradtive in a
less to the Friday bridge club at
Mr. Puckett is well-kaolin here.
IPUZELIAN CLASS liAS
gray dressmaker suit with Which
2.30 pou.
CHRIST/0.S PARTY
Saturday, December 15
she wore black accessories and a
The Alpha Department of the shoulder
corsage of white garThe Eurelian class 'of tile First
Woman's Club will meet at the
Baptist Church held the annual
house .at. 2:30 p.m.. Mem- denies. The bridesmaid wore a
club
Christmas party' Monday evening
pink suit with black • accessories
hers note change in dater.
The central circle of the W.S.C.S., at the home of Mrs. Ronald
and her corsage was of pink roseMoaslay, December 17
whh Mrs. E. A. Tucker chairman, Churchill.
The Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of buds.
A "covered dish" supper was
FOR
met Tuesday afternoon at the.
Immediately following the cereW.S.C.S. win wet at 7:30
the
beaua
from
style
served
buffet
with
home of Mrs. Bryan Tolley.
mony
the
.
for
left
couple
Cairo,
AUTOMOBILE, Fire, Theft, Liability and Col, and Mrs. Rob- ?that, appointed table which held P.M. at the hum* of M. T. C. for a short honeymoon.
Mrs. Dewey Jones:
lision Insurance
a centerpiece of red carnation* Doran.
ert Smith as cohostesses.
the
of
a
is
bride
The
graduate
The south circle of the W.S.C.S.
Mrs. Tucker led a devotional evergreens and red tapers.
Cth
lll hap.mve
hoas
elstrn
hr
oirtymrast .Sikeston High School, having finme pa
w3o
Both FARM and CITY Fire and Extended
Mrs. Hugh- McElrath led the de- 2
appropresje to the Christmas seaished with the class of 1939. For
at
Coverage Insurance
The group joined in
sit ind conducted the business votional.
the past two and one-half years
•
singing Christmas carols, aud a V. E. Windsor with Mesdames
•
Jack. she has been employed as a teller
PLATE GLASS; PERSONAL LIABILITY; PUBLIC
Christmas story was told by Mrs Hugti Houston and Luther
MRS MELLEN ENTERTAINS
at the Bank of Sikeston, where
son as co-hostesses.
LIABILITY and BONDING
Miller.
John
TUESDAY AFTERNOON.
she will continue her work.
Tuesday. December 14
ouice Over Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
The groom graduated from MurThe Lydian Class of the First
Mrs. F t5 -Mellen was hostess at PTA MEETS WEDNESDAY
TELEPHONE 601
Baptist Church will meet with Mrs. ray High School, Murray, Ky., in'
her home Tuesday afternoon honthe class of 1938, and attended
Guy and Owen Billington, corm Moore, E. C'. Jones and
The PTA met December 5 at the. Pat Hackett at 8:30.
oring Mrs. G. A. Woods. Mrs.
The Chettie Stokes S. S. class Draughan's Business College, PaGaylon Trevathan, Agents
Mellen was assisted by Mrs. W. D. High School witti Mrs. Nix CrawThe group voted and the W.S.C.S. will have a joint ducah, Ky.- He is associated with
ford presiding
Lewis and Miss Nancy Mellen.
. in his lather as distributors of Spur
,
A program of contests and enter- to serve the Lions Club for their Christmas party at 2:30 p.m
tainment was directed by Mrs. Ladies' Night meeting on Decem- the Methodist Church basement.
••••••••••.•1••••Mee=c,••••••=1.4•11..04=1.•••T
, A program of Christmas music,
Lewts. and prizes were awarded. ber 18.
Carraway Watajlr07. owilL be presented at the Music
Mee:- Woods- wits-prosentixt a Sift
from the group of friends present. gram leader, and the devotional Club meeting at the Woman's C.I.ub
A party ...plate in the Christmas was by Mrs. Ottis Valentine. Piano liohse at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday. December 19
motif was served to. Mrs. Woods, numbere‘were played by Mary
The Magazine Club meets at
J. G. W eMrs. thing. Miss Bernice Evelyn gillington. Ronny HampAUDREY W.SIMMONS, Owner-Manager
Austin. Beverley with Mrs. a,'C; Ashcraft. ----ton, Fidelia
Frye, Mrs. E. B., LudwiN:
B. F. White and Sandra 'Glasgow. A
Thursday,' December 24
Charles Crawford, Mrs
SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK
The Hume Departznont ut_the
Scherflisis. Mes. D. F. MeCnonell, Chri_stmas reading was Isiv_m_ by
Mrs Everett Dillingham. Mrs. Lewis Wanda Mogul& The speaker for Woman's Club will have a Christthe- afternoon was the Rev. Hicks mas party at the club house at 2:30
and the hob-tete.
Shelton - whose subject was "Re- p.m.
UNITED COUNCIL OF CHURCH ligion and Education'''.
16.00Membership prizes were ewurdNo. 1 Veals
SALES REPORT FOR DEC. 11, 1945
WOMEN ORGANIZED
ed Mn. Keefe's room and the CRUTCHFIELD-PUCKETT
•
13.10Veals
2
No,
NUPTIALS SATURDAY
The United Council of Church ninth grade.
420 .
Total head sold
5.25- 11.60
Throwouts
Women -7.1) -Vitirray. was organized
in a single ring ceremony perMonday afternoon. at the First
Good Quality Fat Steers 12.00- 15.50
BELL-BUCHANAN WEDDING
formed at the Methodist Chetch
Methodist Church. A constitution
HOGS
VOWS SAID IN ENGLAND
Saturday night at 8.00 o'clock, Miss
•
Medium Quality
was adopted, and the following
14.30140 to 400 pounds
Opal Crtuchfield, daughter of Mr.
officers elected:
10.00- 12.50
Butcher Cattle
Mr.. and, Mrs. Gino Buchanan.
became
Crutchfield.
J.
A.
•
Mrs.
and
First
Wlicie;
L
R.
Mrs.
President.
Almo. have received word that
of Billy Cox Puckett.
12.00- 15.00
Baby Beeves
THERE WILL BE NO SALES
Vice-President. Mrs. Max Hurt; their sort. Pk Robert Buchanan the bride
sun of Mr, and Mre A. g.,Puckett.
Seeener--Viee-Peeeseent,
CHRISTMAS DAY
Mar Bente - Bert-vrere thassrre*
"8.50:12.50 s
The Rev. Mr. M. G Joyce per- Fat"CowsStalls, Secretary and "Treasurer. November 19.
Miss
BE SALES on NEW
ceremony.
the
formed
WILL
There
Mrs. R F. Scherffius.
The wedding was said in a beau6.50- 8.00
- Cannero and Cutters
Marietta Twitty, bridesmaid - and
YEARS DAY
- The--eaunesl. will km compesodof
8•11413112AI
all
- ceremony in '
Lines liuchaiian of 'Murray, Ky.,
7.10- 1,2.20
Bulls
all church women of th,. atfiliat- church
Warrington.. England.
Please bring your stock for sale nytt
best man were the only attendMethodist.
t: g. denominations,
Pfc. Bucl.anan is , expected to
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 18
44.00-125.00
Cows,.
Milk
per
head
ants
Christian Pentecostal. and Presby- sail for the States soon.-and his
the
played
Malone,
organist,
Bill
bride-isplans to comb as soon as
scs•81.81111MMAGIMPatattraivirseatiOWIPIPODDEINvannstornaintt1
transportation is availabla
rgettalgegentterlettentrentereenellegerstle
•••••

the Louisville Seventh Day Adven-I home because,„of sickness and death
list Chtirch olth the pastor, Law- of his father. He leaves soon ,for
ranee Calvin Osborn. officeating. Camp Crowder. Mo.
The bride is a registered nurse,
Mr and Mrs:1 Raymond Russell.
friends of the bridal couple Were having • graduated from the Wm.
the attendant. The bride wore a Mason Memorial Hosnital, class of
suit of Navy blue with a corsage 45. She will go to her father's
in his clinic.
ot pink rose buds and baby breath. home and-assist
• •• • •
The groom nae spent two years
overseas, and was recently called MRS.•TOLLEY- HOSTESS
TO CIRCLE MEETING
••••••=n0....

TheThird House Still Wrangles ...
Its existence still not justified. it has no authority to put
iIs recornniendatione in the form of legislation. its roost to tao.payers not oorthy. its constitutionality still s most question.
in Osuing pa) checks - Legislative Council.

•

-7.11e still beg for some organization to make demands of
the Department of Highoays for Calloway's just share of road
funds for 1946, ohich is being shaped by the Central Office
oe be too late V. ith too little!
Well, President Truman makes a gesture to intervene in
strikes, that poot-oar progress may be made and that people
in every-day stalks of. life may be re-equipped mini essennail of home equipment and common comfortable clothing
after three sears of sacrifices and %ant: also that She returning strike men may be rehabilitated and take up civilian
- life and re-anise •wi4h his fainilts to make •'mare eitisenrye
but the czar of se-called labor unions oith his selfish greed
for meter and tremendous hoard of moue) from laboring men.
direzards the authorit) of our great nation, making demand'
that
be, impossible for the farming clam of people to
meet - it o ill he inflation itself.

•

-•••••••1.

-4M1,-

FIRE

STEEDLEY-•-Pistrorr- WEDDING -it-VOWS READ IN AUSTIN TEXAS

Gatlin Building
Kentucky

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"
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Christmas
Permanent Waves
"Get'em Hot, get 'em Cold,
Come Young, come Ole,
Come One, come all;
Hurry, Hurry, Hurry"
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HANDKERCHIEFS
25c to $2.50

1

A
4

1
PURSES
$3.00 to $15.00

1
W.

I
.5

WOOLY GLOVESs
69c to $2.15

A

*a.
.A

Better Make Your Appointmens Early

.

wk g

II
• Ir

SCARFS
75c to $3.60

Opts
heel,
cord.
trim.

2t g

g1

A Permanent Wave Is An Ideal Christmas Gift
For

Wife - Mother - Sweetheart
Daughter, Aunt, or Baldheaded Uncle.
Holidays
h H
d Up for the
Fixed
Be F

1

Male Siress Beauty Salon
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PEARLS
$5.00 to $15.00

2

PINS
$1.00 to $15.00
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TELEPHONE 789

, A ?k.tPt. ?te'r0f.?WA PA'Of.
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SWEATERS
$3.95 to $7.50

Skacks Scott's

BRACELETS
$1.00 to $10.00

"The Fashion Shop for Women"
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Limited - - One to a Customer!
Ration Free
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Miss Vera Lee Steedly and John
1M. Platt were married in Austin.
1 Tex , November 10.
Mrs Platt is the daughter of Mr
and Mrs Grady Soneciley of Austin.
and Mr. Platt is the son of Mr
.ind Mrs A L. Platt of Hazel.
Platt is employed at Blue BORIM4*.
where the
Cleaners in Austin
couple will reside

Casualty

Telephone 331

*.
t:
.k.

'5-
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INSURANCE AGENTS

Y.:

The Best Market in West Kentucky

ir,

FRAZEE MELUGIN & HOLTON

1

•

For the Highest,Prices, Sell Your Stock Hare

LT. O. TURNER

t
it

ben
of
have
Roar
range]
he sp

•

#30

Jusf- receited sonic nice Dress 'Good, and Woollies. and
_Dresses and Ladies Gab, (°me in to see IA hat ee have.

Murray,

SEE
The MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

110

4

Murray Live Stock Company

Murra) State College is still building, incurring great
maintenance necessities, and danger of obsolescence
Qui
toserd of Regents base a great obligation-.till serving without
ro)-and must have the barking of all persons' interested in
our great College - and this roes for all colleges of Kentuoky.

Automobile

TH

Social Calendar

•••••..••••,.•

lhe people of America should rise up altogether to upold
the President in just settlements of these disputes, and if some
m ant to strike, let others Mork unmolested, under protestien
of lass.

....-•••...../...11•1••••••..!-I!

Whim. The board of directors wil
be composed of three women from
each of these churches, with the
wives of the pastors as ex-officio
members.-

Ai,

There is plenty of time •after organization of eadi session
to orgiurnie committees le handle all legislation and rules of
each body: so there is no justification for the "Third House."
•o a ripper bill is in order. Or at least a refusal to make •appropriation ooulla be In order.

-
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SCHOOL RELATIONSHIP

)

Go to college while you work—
study the things which will help
4.if Caroms Graham
the time in school. A few business you in your work. Work while
nek firms of Murray may firms are already supplying work- you go to college—make the job
no
provirie a work-learn situa- learn programs under some phase' the real situation upon which your
bon or map and women just out of the various provisions. Other study is based. That's the general
idea.
of
e armed forces. A
efhployers of Murray are tellithg
"Distributive Education" is the
have been approved by the State do the same. The pnograrn has adRear. of Education. Under ohe ar- vantages to both the employer term of ten applied to this corange ent a part of the time may and employee. All would do well operative plan of 'work while you
learn' and learn while you work."
be spent on the toli ,and part of to investigate the possibilities.
The idea under this name was
Pt fostered by George Dean Act.
Some states and schools have
taken advantage of the act to promote their programs, other haven't.
The plan is of special value to G.1.
Joe and G. 1. Jane who want to
further their education while on the
job. A very attractive feature is
provided for the veterans urbo erfpect to make farming his viacetion_
you
If you are in this spew
should make &wee ine$111111.6011•
Murray state Tandigdpesilege is
encouraging ule lospsm 40 take
advantage of this *laid 'opportunity.
chance
Business firms will loos
to promote their ens isiterest at
OFFICE
minimum cart, as IFABE as help the
fellow who wogs to learn a busiMURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
ness or trade, If they fail to lo*
ieto the program
Home Phone 295-M

to-

.
turrrber

CONSIDER the BENEFITS OFFERED
By a Reliable Insurance Program
See

C. L. MILLER, Agent

Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.

gag

Keeps for weeks on your pantry shelf..
You con bake at a moment's notice

MRS. C11E0 RUC'!" ENTERTAINS
MR. AND MRS. LAX
Mr. and Mrs. E. H Lax, Jr., were
honored -November 30 with, a household shower at the home of Mrs.
Cleo Bucy...
Refreshments were served after
the gifts were opened to the following:
Mrs. Pat Thompson 'aria Jinamye,
Mrs. Leland Steely, Walter' Lee,
Howard, and 'Johnnie, Mrs. W. H.
Oliver, Mrs. Tosco Wilson, Mrs.
Mavis Allbritten. Mrs. Willie Stubblefield, Mrs. Mollie Thompson,
Miss Hattie McLean, Mrs. Macon
White, Miss Oneta White, Mrs.
Herbert Alexander, Mrs.-John Alexander, Mrs. Ed Shack-elford, Mrs.
Paul Blalock, Mrs. Zelna Farris,
Mrs. Hierbert Under-wood, Mrs,
Winer Edmonds. Mrs. Lull].Altori
Mrs. Houston Lax. Mrs. Ed Alton,
Mrs. 011ie Stubblefield, Mrs. Bob
Alexander.
'Those sending gifts were: Mrs.
Harlan Lawrence, Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy Alton, kiss Sylvia Alton,
Mrs. Clifford White, Mrs. Mart
Shipley, Mrs. Nevan Wall, Mrs.
Walter Steely. Miss Rebel Steely,
Mrs.liathway Huey, Mrs. Winburn
Alton.

Ifyou bake at home—you'll cheer wonderful Freischmann's Fast
extra-fast, Fleischmann's Fast
Rising Dry Yeast. Easy-to-use
Rising stays fresh, potent for weeks on your pantry shelf ... lets
at any time.
you turn out delicious bread quickly
No more being "caught-short" without yeast in the house ...
no spoiled dough because yeast weakened before you could use it.
With Fleischmann's Fast Rising you can stiut baking any tune
... finish baking in "jig-time." It's ready for action when you need
it. Get Fleiechmaun's Fast Rng Dry Yeast at your grocer's.

Homemakers Club!
Monday, December 17, Penny
Club will meet in the home of
Mrs. Austelle Crouse at 10:00 a.m.
Tuesday. December is. Lynn
Grova Club will meet in the home
of Mrs. Carl Lockhart at 10:00 am.
Wednesday. December 19, Liberty
Club will meet in the home of
Mrs. Clay Wells,
Thursday, December 20. Pottertown Club will meet in the home
of Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale at 10:00
Friday, December 21, New Concord Club will meet.
'

4
A

Be sure to tuck a
Victory Bond in your
gift package.

IN MEMORY
Nancy Josephine Alexander McKinney. born August 1. 1894, died
December 9. 1945, age 51 years,
four months and runt' days.
She was married to Casco McKinney October 2, 1910. To this
union were born nini• children of
whom eight survive, one daughter
having preceded her to the great
beyond six years She is also survived by her husband, two sisters.
wo brothers, eleven grandchildren
and several neicne and nephews.

rik

CLASSIFIED ADSIP—For Sale
FOR SALE.— Snow sled in good
cupdition; also set of .quilting
frames— Mrs. K. Robertson, 501
lc
Poplar St.

FOR SALE—One pair of fine mules,
7 years old, good quality. See F. E.
McDougal, 306 S. 3rd St.
lp

POINSETTIAS, house plants, dish
gardens, cut flowers—Fluie Flower
Shop, S. 15th St. Phone 479.

FOR SALE—My 7-room home at
FOR SALE-- Large perfect blue
1320 Olive Boulevard. — Carlisle
white diamond, unusually bril1
Cutchin.
liant. Special bargain inducements.
Beautiful Christmas gift and good
FOR SALE— An electric, cabinet
investment.
Address Box 32-A, model sewihg machine. "Free
Murray, Ky.
tf Make" by Westinghouse. In exFOR-SALE—Child's red and tan re- cellent condition. Telephone 639-R
lc
versible wool coat; two pleated after 5 p.m.

OWE HER a chentful flower ..--ar- FARM FOR SALE-63 acres, 1 1-2 OUR CLEARANCE SALE includes
rangement or dish garden—Huie mile northeast 'of Penny; 15 acres coats, suits, dresses and millinery
Flower Shop, South 15th Street. in Creek bottom: 1 1-2 acre tobac- —Tiny Tot Shop.
Phone 475.
co bare; 9 acres Lespedeza; 35
acres open land; 5-room house; FOR SALE—Solid walnut vanity
FOR SALE—One antique bed and good well; everlasting creek. Mail dresser, solid wood bed, modern
chest of drawers—$60 for both if and school route. See George Hart wardrobe, 9x12 gold seal congoltaken in the next week — Mrs. or H. E. Wotiord, Rt. 2.
J3p eum rug. See them at 103 N. 16th,
Clint Reed, Murray Route 1, at
upper apt, aft* 8 p.m.
lp
Malcolm Sales place.
lp FOR SALE — Keivinator Electric
SPECIAL
items
inSALE
of
useful
drink box; five burner oil stove.
FOR SALE--60 to 65 pound shoats
D20 chiding food, toys, clothes, furniPhone 693M4•
-.
—W. R. Jones,. 1610 Miller Ave..
ture, at Rummage Sale of B. &
phone 535.
IIFOR SALE-1936 Plymouth coupe. P. W. Club, December 15, Satur, in good condition. See it at Early day at Harry Jenkins' pllae• on
I Stubblefield's on Route 7 or tele- south side of square. Sponsored by
i phone
lp
the B. & P. W. Club.
688-M2.
lc

,
ThattNag ign sit
' Backache
May Warn of Disordered
Kidney Action

skirts, one red, other brown plaid,
for a 12 year old; a navy aH wool FOR SALE—Automatic 20-guage
Chesterfield for child size 10 years Remington shot gun. Practically
Lochie Hart.
tf new—Solon Shackelford at Murray Paint and Wallpaper Co.
lc
FOR SALE-18 acres half mile
from Kentucky Lake on TVA RUMMAGE SALE— Sponsored by
highway; 3-room house needs re- the Business and Professional Wopair; 2 miles north of Hardin and men's Club will be held in H. E.
Eggners Ferry highway, near Bar- Jenkins' place of business on the
nett Cemetery. Priced to - sell at south side of square- Saturday.
Members are urged to bring conWO. See W. N. Ross at this place
or Hughie Ross, 3 miles north of tributions — clothes, toys„ or anyHardin on Benton Highway. D20p thing that will sell, to Mr. Jenkins' place -from 4 o'clock .until
FOR SALE-1936 Plymouth car—
closing time Friday. Many useful
just been repaired; good tires, and
items in food,' clothes, furniture,
priced reasonable—W. D. Sykes, toys. etc., are being made ready
Murray.
33c for the sale. Remember the date—
lc
FOR SALE-- Round dining table, Saturday, December 25. awith extension; beautiful walnut
finish—Mrs. George Hart.
FOR SALE- 105 acres. Located at
Shiloh, Ky. Rata in bottom. Plenty "imber; dwelling house, new
stock barn, barn and house with
electricity.
New chicken house.
On school route, milk route, and
mail route.
Newman Grogan,
Route..3,,aMurray, Ky.
D13c

Mndern life with its hurry and worry,
irregular habita, improper eat.ng and.
drinking--ite rink of exp..eure and infection --throws heavy strain ,n the work
of the kidneys. %hey are aw ,o become
over-taxed and Rill to filter eseess acid
and other impuritiea from the
blood.
You may surer nagging backache,
headache, dizziness, getting up nights.
leg pair.% swelung—feel constantly
tired, nervous. all worn out. Other Bi(DI
of kidney or bladder disorder are sore*.
-tram turatinr. sanity or - toe lretttiont
urination
Try troaa's Pills. Dooe's lorp the
kidneys to paaa off harmful excesa body
waste. They have had more than half r
century of public approval. Are recoramersded - orrateful mans everywhere.
4,5 vow matghbor!

NEW COMIC 8001?

WaIns Drug

• •e.

FREE

Hey**, to put youraopy
•

Carrie into our store tomBirrow
Ober you Wars to Smilin'Ed's
BUSTER BROWN GANG

10:00 A.M. STATION WSM
Every Saturday Morning

ADAMS
Brownbilt Shoe Store
YOUR

:DANS-RILLS

,

BLISTER

BROWN

DEALER

V

4i

Holiday Glamour

WE RAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
— OR IT CAN'T BE HAD

FOR SALE—Electric washer, and a
large baby bed, at 203 N. 11th ( upateirsi—Hrs. .Mavis BarrQw,
19._
FOR -SALE—Coal or wood white
enamel table top range., See H. E.
McKenzie. Route 5, Murray. •
tp
IN

FOR SALE—Good Hoosier kiterlyn
cabieet, also boys all wool knicker suit sue
102 South 15th St. Phone 47-W. 1

ORIGINAL
-0 US- G44Pt

BY

NAVY LAUNDRY BAGS, ideal for
Christmas.shopping bags — Firestone Home and Auto Supply
1
Store.
FOR SALE-1e41 model Chevrolet
1 1-2 ton truck, good tires and in
good condition; also 1940 model B
Allis Chalmers tractor with breaking plow, disc, cultivator, and
rubber tire wagon—Hilman Coles.
lp
Hazel, Ky. R 3, at Midway

FOR

SALE—Solid walnut Gdvernor
Winthrop secretary in excellent
condition: also two small end tables and girls bicycle One mile
out on Coldwater Road — Mrs.
Cyrene Williams, l2-W.
lp

Sparkling blue white diamonds to
make her Christmas a
brilliant one
SIZES II • 15

She professed faith in Christ in
early life and united with the Methodist church. in which she lived a
consistent member until death.
She often expressed herself as
being ready to go.
She was a good neighbor, a faithful wife, a devoted mother and a
friend to all.
"The tint of health has left her
cheek.
And cold is her fair brow,
Her eyes are closed.
Her pulse is still.
She is an angel now."
- —Loved Ones..

Bright round diamond. Platinum setting. Beautifulll, eat
round diamond le
square setting with
baguettes.
4101
Exquisite erusetrible
Sparkling diamonds
in Igis gold setting.

GIFT SUGGESTIONS

Lovely engagement
ring. Exquisite beauty !laid fine quality.

Costume Jewelry
SCUFFS
Brilliant modern engagement ring.

Feminine Version

Open toe, leather
beet, aa.tin arid
corduroy—fur
trimmed or plain

Handkerchiefs
House Coats

Of Sheer
i
s—

$29S to $3.l

_

Mae*, blue, or
burgundy satin,
I .ather sole-,5

A
A

2

Bags

What a perfectly wonderful

when she breathlessly opens

Biggest Holiday Rush
on Long Distance

your gift and finds a beautiful

House Coat

A
A
A
ad
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

..p

Scarfs

Christmas it will be for her

a

••••

CHENILLE HOUSE COATS

2

Long Distance will be

Ladies
Black
satin

$7.95 to $12.95

Misses (size 4 to 14) . . . $3.95 to $6.95

and blue
111.911

Children's (size 1 to 3)

2
2

Compacts

FURCHES JEWELRY
- STORE

Loveliness

Wonderful, comfortable slippers to keep tired
toes warm and cozy onicold
winter nights

$3.95

ALL COLOR .4.

Littlefon's

?4,

P.,

busier than ever this

Murray Fashion Shoppe

done? make any but
necessary calls on

24

and

25.

MRS. I. II. KEY

MISS EFFIE WATSON
West Main Street

•...e•arrenswe.sos.•
.•
.•
•
•

•

.4miestease•e•reMis.W•esWille..mse

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
• HOUSES and LOTS
• VACANT LOTS
• FARMS

Christmas. So please

December

Littleton's

-•••

• BUSINESS PROPERTY

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AND
REALTY COMPANY
Office Over Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
Olt

PHONE 601
Billington'Bros.
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE,AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

•

•

E. C. Jones

Gayk•n Trevathan

Conn Moore

INCORPORATED
..••.111•1..•••

'raaarartle.

Y FADE!'
LIMP'
•

.1•10.

t"
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OPPORTUNITY OF LIFETIME-Supplying DDT and other profits
ble produCts to farmers in Eas
Calloway County. No experience
or capital required._ Must have
auto and good references.JPeritianent Write or wire .MAIESS
COMPANY. Dept. T. Freeport Ili•
inois.
1.3$20P

-

Wanted

WAND--Stenographer experienced, in banking.
farming, and manufacturing work.
Operates various office machines.
including 'comtometer .Write M
D13p
Whitehouse. Hardin, Ky.
e•
-I WANT TO BUY typewriters, add- WHAT FOR, , CHRISTMAS- A
ing machines. crsh registers and snow white, live bunny with 'Pink
used office furniture. - Kirk A. eyes. A few left.
Telephone
phone 694-M2.
.Pool. 509 Main St. or
•D2Op
tf
60.
CHRISTMAS PROGRAM--At New
DISTRICT AGENTS wanted for Concord High School Wednesday
Calloway County and vicinity by evening. December 19. at 7.00
old tine legal reserve company to o'clock.
lp
sell Health. Accident. Hospitalfzalion and Life Insurance. Highest GIFTS-Dish gardens. poinsettias.
commissions paid. Write* Great and cut flower arrangements at
Northern Life Insurance Company. the Huie Flower Shop, South 15th
110 South Dearborn St., Chicago, St. Phosie.475.
/11. Zone 3.
SERVICE ON MOTORS. stoker
WANTED-Two or three room fur- control& or other electrical ap-tric
- Eree
nished" apratnent closik, in -tee pliances Call 349LWilliam Hoover at Varsity Thea- vice Co.
lp
tet.
WE HAVE is NICE LINE of gifts
Shop
T
Ti
1
WANTED A RIDE.to LOUISVILLE and
1
-Any day from now to Friday
THANKS
OF
CARD
night-Mrs. Nettie Weatherly, telThe family of the late Otis L
lc
.
ephone 225-W
Eldridge wants to' take this method
Lesped.pz:a,
-et- thanking everyone who in any
buy all field seeds Get our prices way made our loss easier to bearbefore you sell-Ross Feed Com- The Family.
J3
pany.
IN MEMORY
In,loving memory of InY beloved
WANTED- Tricycle and toy autoMobile large enough for 6 year old husband, Marvin Willis. who -passlc ed away December 8. 1944.
•
ne 488.
Ph,
child
He is gone but not forgotten.
- -And as it clAwns another year
In my lonely hours of thinking.
I Thoughts of turn are always near.
--No. 1. One li-Licoom resi. SadlY_ trusaltd.SY wiSe.1zora Willis. and Children
heated, adja-

dence, furnace
_cent to campus. Will sell on
easy terms.
No. 2. One smaller house,
brick constructed, well located. Priced right.
No. 3. One 33-acre farm,
residence building, stock
barn, chicken house, all land
been limed. Good neighborhoocl, near school.
No. 4. One building lot,
60x200 feet, located on the
Boulevard near college.
No. 5. One building lot,
75x150 feet, located just
west of Girls Dormitory.
.'riced ie sell.

MONUMENTS

If interested in any of the
above items, see

R. E. BROACH

•

STOKEt__REFRIG_ERATOR
repair service - Electric Service
Co. Phone 349.

NoncE
All persons owing accounts to the
Murray Paint and Wallpaper Cornpany prior to November 3. 1945,and
all persons holding claims against
said company, are asked to present
same on or 'isafore December 15.
1945, in settlement of the estate of
the late Oscar Skaggs. 'Signed
Murray Paint and Wallpaper Co.
Dl3c

More than 190 Ponds for livestock' have been made or cleaned
in Madison county this -season by!
three bulldozer operators
_
•

NEON SIGNS,_tnY"-Trze_ or kind.
Sales and service, Call 149--Electric Service Co

LOOK! LOOK!

Fri. and Sat., Dec. 14-15
IF IT IS EbECTRICAL REPAIR oi
24c installation you need. see us. We
leavy Hens
24c •are equipped to service. cornrnerHeavy Springers
22c cial and household refrigerators.
Leghorn Hens
22c and carry a good variety of parts
Leghorn Springers
32c ! for both, including belts and moTurkeys
Whether it is wiring
15c tor parts.
Roosters
j your house or factory oe installing
45c -a new motor- or switch, we are
ggs
Prices subject to change
prepared tgi give quick and efficient service -Barnett Electric and
without notice

Boggess Produce Co. '
Phone 441

Refrigerator Service Phone 898W1
or M. Location. Johnson Appliance
Store

We Will Have Bananas Next Week 1
Pound
Pound

10 Pounds
Bunch

20c
35c I
45c1
10c 1

DILL SNAX

HOT SAUCE

5 ozs.
10c

PICKLES

Quart

29

14-OUNCE BOTTLE

STUFFED
4 on

OLIVES

25

20 I

CATSUP

•

NIENT'
65' 'BANANA PEPPER 35
Can
No.
14
HOMINY BUSFA'S BEST
,20c
KRAFT CHEESE SPREAD 5-oz. Glass
' AMERICAN CHEESE I 11 39c
5-Lb. Box $1.82
'1 2
2

Assorted

!

CHILI with Beans,
No. 2 can

SARDINES, California,
Tall can
KRAFT DINNER,
Box

13c
10c

CALUMET Baking Powder,
30c
25 ounces
RAISINS,
15-ounce box
CURRANTS,
8-ounce box

16c
20c

FRESH GROUND BEEF,
28'
Pound

PORK CHOPS,
Center cuts, pound

NUCOA Oleomargarine,
Pound*
27c

WEINERS,
Pound

HAMS

1

27c

35c
35c

Tenderized or Pre-cooked, center slices, lb.

55c

ECONOMY GROCERY
STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
Rudolph Thurman

Phone 130

As soon ó available
we will have a complete line of
Westinghouse Electrical Appliance,
also complete line or Gas applian-,
ces to be used with Shellane Bottled Gas. Purdom Hardware, North
5th Street

fresher
flavor
here

KRDEERSJ

J. 0. Parkej

Dr. J. J. Dorman
Graduate Veterinarian
Suth 12th Street
Telephone 560

BRAND
COFFEE
Pound
25c
is

hot-dated
here!

IN THE BEAN COFFEE retains its fre:.11
&oar and fragrant oils. That's why Kroger
H,cDates spotlight in the bean . grinds it
only to your order! Yon get all the fresh
fragran)e„and satisfying richness of
fine coffee in Hot-Dated Spotlight-coffee
at its freshest

NUTS

GROCERY
East Main

Street

Murray, Ky.

•
Apples, Winesap and Golden, bu. $4.00
Oranges, nice good values... By the case,
bushel or dozen.
Nice Lemons, Pineapple, Grapes, and
Cocoanuts.
Coffee, Keco, Ground Fresh, 3 lbs. 59c
$1.65
Mississippi Syrup, gallon
79c
Tobacco, Prince Albert, 1-113. can
7c
Baby Foods, Gerber's, can
12c
Black Eye Peas, No. 2 can
15c
Okra, Green Cut, No. 2 can
23c
Prunes, Latge 2 2 can
18c
Orange Juice, No. 2 can
10c
Spam, 33c; Mustard, quart
59c
Johnson's Paste Wax, 1-113. can
18c
Savaday Bleach, quart
FOR THE KIDDIES
S6.25
Go-Devil Coasters
S6.25
Writer Deck
S3.00
Rockers, made heavy, each
Dolls, S3.99 and $4.50 vals. S3.39 - S3.89
49c
Wash Boards, small
$1.75
Milk Truck, $1.59; Trailer
$1.59
Dump Truck, S1.59; Tractor
Train Sets, 4 pc., $3.00; Fire Truck $1.89
Gene Autrey Cowboy Gun Sets.
$1.69
Juay Building Farm Set
79c
Night Before Christmas Book
89c
Baseball and Football Games
Lots of Other Bargains
Pecans, Large, lb. 45c; English Wainuts.
. . . $1.69
Fruit Cakes, 2-1b. size
25c
Lye, Merry War, 3 cans
boxes.
Chocolates, High Grade, 1-lb.
6c
Soap, Big Jim Yellow Bar
29c
Peaches, Libby, 2'2 can . . .
34c
Fruit Cocktail, 2'i can
FOR THE GROWN-UPS
Pipes, Genuine Briar. Try to beat this
$5.00 value for $2.99,
price
each in separate box, guaranteed.
$1.19
Photograph Album, large
$1.19
Scrap Book, Large
25c
Dippers, Aluminum, each
Record
Tax
Income
Greenwood
$2.99
Book,$3.50 value for
Stationery in Boxes, high grade good
values at these prices
59c, 79c and 99c
89c
Waste Paper Baskets
sizes.
Fruit Baskets, assorted
45c
Fitch's Groom Sets for Men
$3.19
Mechanics Tool Chest
79c
Clothes Dryers, Wood
63c
Cups and Saucers, Green, set
99c
Decorated Plates, set
69c
can
lb.
Figaro Sugar Cure, 7'2

SAW

UP TO

Pound

Stuart Pecans, lb. 47c

0

STANDARD QUALITY
No. 2 can

AVONDALE or VALUE
No
2 can

13c

POPULAR

BRANDS

SUNFILLED CALIFORNIA

No 2 can

ORANGE JUICE

20c

4 Lb.
/
11

2-11s. Jar

m
Pt'

17`

TOMATO JUICE 23c

3 Tall Cans 27c KR

EMBASSY BRAND

th
'11

Large 46-oz. can

Country Club

AVONDALE FANCY
Large 2'i Can
AUT

COUNTRY CLUB

2€

-

KROGER'S CLOCK
Large

BREAD 2

St

11c
si"

Carton

$1.07

2.

English
Walnuts, lb. 42

HOLIDAY
C. CLUB
5-1b. size $1.51
21,2-1b. size $1.59

fRun

MILK

21e

A DINE A POUND

59c

WALDOR`F
i cAus 2 lb size

GREEN BEANS
CIGARETTES

a
at
ti
a•

SPOTLIGHT

blabi

Fanc!, Mixed, lb. 49c

ROUR

- TOTE-

5
.

FRENCH

,srorziaisfr
/
COFFEE

COUNTRY CLUB
25-Pound Sack

_Services Offered

B. L. Ray
Telephone 16

Miller

GRAPES
CRANBERRIES
POTATOES (Nice Reds)
CARROTS

POST WAR.

POSITIVELY NO HUNTING allowed with dogs or gun $1000 reward for information leading to I r
arrest and conviction-T. E. Mc' .1109;
Kinney.

Murray Auto Parts

•,) 13th St

APPROVED CHICKS- Pullorum
controlled-Hcilder tear world',
records - R.0 P sir. d
Sexed chicks. Immediate delivery
Bulletilitss-- ILL.
- Free Broadly)
-4- I INOIS HATCHERY. Metropolis.
POST WAR DEALER IN HOTMch7p
POINT APPLIANCES-IL E. Jen-tt
ktnL -telephone 498.
INCREASE YOUR PROFITS WITH
U1{WANTED ti A I it REMOVED HELM'S APPROVED CHICKS.
from face, arms, and legs by the Officially pullorum controlledHolder 'four world records - Ofmodern method Of El. ctrolyais
approved by physicians. T h ii ficial records over 300 eggs. Free
method is permanent a rid pain- Brooding Bulletin --- 100 per cent
less. Cyrene Williams. RN.. Phone
arrival. - postpaid ---- NEL
S28 CHICKS. Paducah. Ky
162-W
020-46p
Murray Marble, & Granite Works.'East Maple St:, near Depot Tele- I
phone 121 Porter White and L D
Outland. Managers.
U.

NOTICE-On Sittiday. December
15. 1945. at 10 o'clock at Harris
-'Grove. Ky.. the Harris Grove
switch board will be let out-T.
DI3p
Myers. Pres.

• HEADQUARTERS FOR
Standard Parts for All Card

W. F.

I

Notices

FOR SALE

a

UNE/

WANTED-.MattresSeS to rebtritd':STREAMLINED WRECKER SER. We will pick up yoUr old mat- VICE. New equipment, 24-hour,
fast, dependable Wrecker Service
YA tresses and make them new.
Charges reasonable. Day phone
Paris Mattress Co., G. S. Jackser
LOST- English sitter turd dog
97. Night phone 424 Porter MoSW E. Washington St., Paris, Ten!
Mostly black. Also•
'
tory Company, Cherniet Sales arid
i Phone 979-W, day phone 3
_
watches for sale or trade-Dick
Service.
t?
lp:KEMP MOVING COMPANY opSkinner; 204 Ash Street.
erates in more than nalf of the I al KINDS OF ELECTRICAL
LOST-A broad band wedding ring United States. Van Service. Op- SERVICE and WIRING Lleetric
I
, on the inside. erates. in Arkansas, Kentucky,- Service Ct. Phone 349
with W. J. Merry)
Finder please notify Mrs M E M. Tennessee.Georgia, Mississippi.
-lp Alabama, North Carolina, South
Halt. phone 416-J
MEMORIALS
ComCalloway
Monument
County
Carolina. Miouri, Arirsznia. Mori ida, Blimps, Indiana. Iowa. Louis- pany Vester A. Orr, sales mana
iana. Maryliaid. 'Michigan. New ger. Phone 85. West Main Stree t
Jersey.,. New York, Ohio, Oklaho- Extended.
s•E ARE CONTLNONG our clear
ma, PennsYlvania, Texas, West FUNERAL DESIGNS-Cut flowti.
1
ance sale--Tiny Tot Shop.
Virginia. District of Columbia and and cursages-Huie's Firmer Shop,
-Delco are. Call 861 Daytime, 966 at I "Eph" and Carrie Pearl Iluie,
SEE FIRESTONE HOME AND. night, Paris,lienriItc_h 46
South 15th St. Phone 479.
If
AUTO STORE for your electrical
p
repairs and lighting fixtures.
NATIONALLY FAMOUS HELM'S

' Lost and Found

Miscellaneous

19-15

THURSDAY, DECEMBER I

Sc'

13c

FINEST BRAND

PEANUT BUTTER 51c MATCHES 6 Boxes 23`
WISCOS EX STD
FANCY QUALITY
No,
No.2 Can 12c
2 Can 13 PEAS
SPINACH
8-Pound Bag 58'
FLORIDA ORANGES
10-Lb. Bag

TEXAS SEEDLESS

55c

GRAPEFRUIT

Pound

GRAPES

18c

NEW ARIZONA

WISCONSIN
Pound

CABBAGE

Pound

15

CALIFORNIA

CARROTS
TANGERINES

Pound

CABBAGE

WASHINGTON

PEARS

C ALIFORNIA

Bun.ii

9

6c

JONATHAN or DELICIOUS
Pound ,

•

13c
Medium
CALIFORNIA Large
20c Stalk 15
CELERY Stalk
APPLES

Pound

14c

Your Favorite Kroger Store has a Complete Line of Christmas
Trees, Holly Wreaths, Fruits and Vegetables.
Rib or Loin End

Pound
PORK LOIN ROAST
Pound
PURE LARD
Pound
FRESH BULK PORK SAUSAGE
Pound
Chuck Cuts
S.
VEAL ROAST U. Govt. Graded

28c
18c
35c
24c

•

SWIFT'S La SABRASA

COUNTRY CLUB

MINCE MEAT

Pound

22

33c

CHILI BRICK

READLESS and DRESSED

WHITING FISH Lb 17 ?‘

VSETEW

CENTER CUT

SLICED MINCED

PORK CHOPS

Pound

33'

Pound

LUNCHEON

Pound

171/2c
33C

SKINLESS or REGULAR

FRESH MEATY

NECK BONES

Pound

8(

$3.59

vEdG)MASH

WEINERS Pound 35c
CO
$3 39
SCRATCH FEED
MIXED

CONGRESSDAIR FEED

$2 86

FEED AND BRAN

$2.22

00E11

Guaranteed Foods

••
•

-

-es

4.

4 -

a

•

*

"A letter from home" to those here and far
away -from friends in Calloway County - A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens

SECTION TWO- FOUR PAGES
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1945

Calloway County Basketball Results Murray Wins
51 To 38 Over
Training Sokool 35, Melber 18
Lynn Grove 40, Almo 22
Maroon Quint
The
Murray Training
School
The Lynn Grove Wildcats trodColts scored an easy victory over
the Melber High School team in
the John W.'Carr Health Building
Friday night after getting off to a
slow start. The scare was 35-18.

ded Almo 40-22 at Lynn Grove Friday night as Mcliynolds. Lynn
Grove forward, hit the basket for
19 markers.
The Wildcats jumped Into an
early lead and were ahead 10-2.
24-11, and 31-17 at the quarters.
Linetips:
L. Grove 40 Pos.
Almo 22
McReynolds 19
Burke-en 6
J. Crouch 4
F
Cuursey 6
G. Miller 1
C
Tubbs 6
Pogue 5
Williams 2
Buttirworth 7 G
Barrow
Substitutes: Lynn Grove-Howard 4, Hughes, Crouch and K. Miller: Almo..-Dale, Miller 2.

The teams played on about equal
terms during the .first half and the
•secfre was'10-10 at the intermission.
Thompson.. Colt scoring ace, led
a -rally that 'put the Colts far ahead
at the end of the third quarter and
the Training School won going
away in the (anal frame.
Lim:ups:
T. School 35 Pos.
Meiber 18
Thompson 10
Hunt 4
F
Thurmond 4
F
Baldree 8
Gorsuch 4
Bryant 2
C
Lassiter 7
G
Womble
Ottway 3
Hardy 3
0
Substitutions: Murray-Burkeen
2. Boggess 5, Clark, Richardson;
Melber- -Jones, Pryor, Page, Bement.

--- -Hazel 47, Faxon
--

28

The Hazel Lions breezed to a 4726 win over the Faxon Coyotes at
Hazel Friday night.

Coach Hurt's Hazel cagers led at
the quarters 13-6, 26-15 and 39-19.
The Ftexon quint was unableato
make a serious- threat during the
melee, as the Lions displayed superior -class 911 the way.
Lineups:
.
Hazel 47
Pos.
Faxon 26
Denham 7
.F
0. Colson 11
Outland 8
F
R. Colson
Davenport 2
C
Chaney 9
• - --Slogan 13
,Thump*
Bailey
Dowdy 4
0
Substitutions: .Jjaigel
Paschall„
B. Grogan
Bray.4: ttoconBoggess, Lovett. Hopkins 1.
•
W

Beware Coughs

New Concord 20, Kirksey 18
The New Concord Redbirds were
pushed to squeeze out a 20-18 victory over the Kirksey High School
Eagles in an overtime pe-riod at
New Conceit' Friday night.
Coach Edward Curd's Redbirds
were leading at the end of the
first quarter 5-3 and were ahead at
the half 9,6. The Redbird 'doubled
their lead margin. in the third stanza to be out in front 16-10 but
the Eagles, led by C. Hargrove
and
Nanney in the last frame,
knotted the score at the end of
the tilt 18-18.
Ratterree slipped through the
winning basket on a crip shot soon
after play was resumed and Oita
Redbirds froze the ball until playing time expired.
Lineups:
Poscittrkser
-Cesseerd
J. Win'ester 2 F T. Hatgtoves 3
Adams 2
F
Ratterre.e 9
Williams 3
C C. Hargraves 4
G •
Nanney 4
Farley 4
Stubblefield 2 G 'Blankenship 5
Substitutions: New Concord-T,
Winchester; Kirksey -Bazzell,

from common colds

That Hans On
Creomulston relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial mucous membranes. Tell your druggist to sell yoU
a bottle of Creomulaion with the understanding you must like the way 11
quickly allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.

CREOMULSION
Bronchitis
For Coughs,Chest Colds,

Murray Tigers 41, Almo 13
'
.To make it the third straight win
against no losses for the season,
the Murray High Tigers rolled over
the Almo Warriors 41-13 on the
Murray floor Tuesday night
Tte Hollandmen romped into an
early lead and were never in
trouble throughout the game.
•The Tigers led at the quarters
13-3. 21-7. and 30-10.
Murray's scoring was well divided
among the 10 Tigers. Who saw action for the evening. Williams
and Tubbs played best for the

le,
(O f

DI
'MIR MILL
4111
3
.°
11111FT
S

You're sure to find a pleasing gift for
every member of the family in our-collection.

GIFTS FOR MEN
$1.50 to $6.50

SHAVING SETS

$1.00 to $5.00

PIPES
FOUNTAIN PEN and
PENCIL SETS

$12.00 to $21.00

CIGARETTE LIGHTERS

$1.00 to $2.00

TOBACCO POUCHES

$1.00 to $2.50

CIGARETTES BY THE CARTON

3`

GIFTS FOR WOMEN

5`

75c to $10.00

TOILET SETS

$1.00 to $7.50

PERFUME and COLOGNE

50c to $2.00

STATIONERY

39

$5.00 to $15.00

DRESSER SETS
BOXED SOAP

22

Richard "Dickie" Hood, sun of
Mr. and Mrs. Hall Hood,, was given
honorab:e mention for all-Pennsylvania College tackle by coaches
and sports authorities in their recent selections.

Murray State Collage's Thoroughbreds fought their way into the
win column Satin-lay night at Metropolis, Ill., where they defeated
Southern Illinois Normal University 51-38 before-a crowd of approxDickie, a former member of the
Navy V-12 unit at Franklin Marimately 1700.
The Heeds were paced by Her- shall, Lancaster, Pa., has received
rold and Padgett. The Millerrnen an honorable discharge and is now
went into the lead about midway enrolled at Franklin Marshall as
of the first half and held on to a civilian. He will complete his
It for the remainder of the tilt. work there in June.
Coach John Miller kept a stream
Hood was a noutstanding athof fresh men going into the fray l.te at Murray High School where
which gradually wore the Ma- he starred in football and basketroons down.
ball. and also was a high-point
track and field events.
Late in the first half. Murray man in
pulled from a 14-18 deficit into a Dickie is a member Of Franklin
25-2% lead at :halftime, by the ef- Marshall basketball team, and, acforta of .C..rastarrum- and. Cain.
--- cording to reports here, is turning
in fine performances for the PennThe lead was increased steadily
during the last half as Murray's re- 'Sylvania netters.
serves continued to score
Murray's Johnny Reagan was on
the bench because of illness.
Dale
McDaniel, war
veteran
freshman turned in a brilliant exThres Marshall county schools
hibition of ball-handling and genwee elm.ed- this week because of an
eralship-for-the Heeds.
influenza epidemic. They are HarLineups:
in, Calvert City and Lone Valley.
Murray 51
Pus.
Son. III. 38
Herrold
F
Sheffer 8
Buy that Mitre Tu. Bonn nowt
Ewers 1
Stotler 6
Padgett
C
Milosevich 6
McDaniel 4
G
Harmon 3
Haines
Cabutti 8
Substitutions_- Murray: Holland
2.. Meyers. Russell 4. Higgins 7,
Giammer 6, Cain 4... Lail: Southern
Illinois: Glover -7, Birkner, David-

Influenza Closes
3 Marshall Schools

Indiana State
Defeats Breds
By 44-42 Score
The- ft101Z1713 State Sycammes
topped the Murray Thoroughbreds
44-42 in a very close affair here
Friday night in the John W. Carr
Health Building.
Paced by Herrold, the Breds
broke away into a lead early In
the tilt, but after 10 minutes ,of
play the,. Indiana five tied the
tally at 8-all.
Led by Rob Royer. a smoothclicking man on the hardwood, the
visitors then went into a 21-16
lead at the half.
With the Thoroughbreds holding to a man-to-man defense' during the first half, it gave the Sycamores a chance to cash in on their
feint, . pivot and shoot technique
which often gave them shots in
the open under the basket.
. With Coach Miller using a modified man-to-man and zone defense
during the final half Herrold.
Haines and McDainel sparked a
drive that tied the count at 27-27
and again at 28-28 soon after the
last period opened
‘
but the Indiana
team beat off the challenge and
kept a slight advantage to end the
4ilt.
The game was exceptionally fast
and numerous folds were called on
both teams for pushing and overguarding.

Dewey Kept Code Secret,
Marshall Tells Probers
WASHINGTON, Dec. 7.-Gen,
George C. Marshall told today how
Gov. Thomas E. Dewey complied
with his fervent plea to soft pedal
1944 campaign debate that might
have tipried the Japanese the
United States had cracked their
code.

FBI Head Predicts
New Crime Wave
MIAMI BEACH, Fla., Dec. 10J. Edgar Hoover, who carries perhaps more secrets in his head than
any man alive, made no secret tonight of his fears that the United
States may be in for a sequel to
the orgy of gangsterism, rackets
and murder that marked the roaring '20s.
The FBI chieftain told newsmen
that hijacking, kidnaping and other
types of violent crime are already
showing an alarming increase
across the nation.

•

50c to $1.50

General Patton's Neck Broken In
Crash of Army Truck and Automobile
HEIDELBE,RG, Germany, Dec. ,
10-Gen. George S. Patton, Jr..
was in critical condition today, but
his rugged physique has sustained
him in resisting the initial shock
of a' broken neck and partial paralysis, Army doctors said.
Today's final bulletin from the
U.S. 130th
Station
Hospital in
Heidelberg said:'

The 'Mired chief of staff told
the joint committee investigating
Pearl Harbor that he ififormed the
Republican nominee of the "utterly
tragic
cuns'_-quence" that might
"General condition maintained.
flow from any revelation of the
Reacted well to initial shock. Discode-cracking secret in the camlocation of vertebrae is respond"The firing has stopped on the ing satisfactorily to extension. Conpaign arguments over the Pearl
battlefronts.
but
it
is
being
reHarbor disaster. Dewey, he said.
dition remains critical."
•
not only held his own silenca but sumed on the homefront."
It was the first time the word
oft red, after the election to help
"critical' was used in describing
still congressional debate. the condition of the U.S. 15th
No
Clues
Found
of
Army commander, who was inThe late President
Roosevelt,
Missing Planes
jured yesterday when an Army
Marshall testified, did not know he
truck crashed into the sedan in
had made his appeal to the New
• halAML Fla., Dee. 7-Search of which Patton was returning from a
Yorker and added: 4
a vast Atlantic area by a rescue pheasant hunting trip. Previous
f4I think he died without knowarmada 'tailed to turn up a single bulletins said his' condition was
ing it."
clue today to. the disappearance
Marshall's two letters to Dewey of a formation of five- Navy torPatton was described as being
were introduced in evidence, and pedo bombers and a big PBM that
paralyzed completely below the
Marshall in oral testimony told the went out to hunt them.
fractured third cervical vertebra
investigators of the 'circumstances.
All disappeared Wednesday. The in the neck, and as suffering from
There were two letters because six aircraft had 27 men aboard for4 a dislocation of the fourth cerviDewey, declining- Vrtie - bound by a whom-hope was ebbing.'
cal. The dislocation, however, had
stipulotion that he must nut-reveal
The Navy alon.e had 252 planes 1 been almost comaaletely reduced, a
it contents to anyone, returned in the air flying over 100.000 square butletin said.
the first one - unread to the Army miles of sea from north of Key
The latest bulletin cleatly indiofficer who took it to him.
"West to north of Jacksonville.
cated that Patti still was con-

scious. Earlier the doctors had reported That the dashing former
Third Army commander had spent
a restful night during,which he had
slept five tjours.
Mrs. Patton, flying to his bedside, was expected to arrive in
Paris at 6 a.m. (midnight. EST) tomorrow, and will travel immediately by rail to Heidelberg. With
her is Medical Corps Col. Roy
Glenn Spurting of Louisville, Ky.,
neuro-surgery specialist.
At Mrs. Patton's request. Brigadier Hugh Carnes, neuro-surgical
consultant di the British army, has
come to Heidelberg and is in consultation with Lt. Col. Gilbert Phillips, commanding the surgical division treating head injuries at
British military hospitals.
Two bulletins are behti 1451.1e4
daily. on Patton's progress,
"
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11 THERE BE A
STEEL STRIKE?

Not if the CIO abides by its
pledged word, given only last spring.
Question: What would be the general effect on the country of a steel strike?
Answer: Over 40 percent of all the factory workers in
the country earn their living by making steel into useful
products for American life. A shut-down of the steel
industry would be a disastrous blow to reconversion
and would cause a serious loss in both wages and industrial production at a time when they were most
needed.

Question:

Why did they want a long-term contract?

Answer: In the Union's own words before the War Labor
Board, "The Union's request for a termination date of
October, 1946; is not made capriciously or pressed here
for bargaining purposes. It represents the considered
view of the Union thatdily such term will adequately
serve the needs of stability."

Question: Did the recent strike vote violate the Contracts?
Murray 42
Indiana S. 44
Herreld 15
Royer 19
Reagan 1
Woolsey 5
Padgett a
Bennett I
Haines 5
Lash 8
Pearcy 4
Cain 1
Substitutions:
Indiana
StateCoffer a, DePeugh 2, Cobb, Hooker, Henson 2; Murray- Russell 2.
Higgins 3. McDaniel 9, Lail 3, Ewers

Question: Is it true that the Steelworkeri _Union has
pledged itself not to strike?
.11/
Answer: 'Yes. Every contract which the' Union has
signed this year with the various steel companies has
a clause wherein the Union agrees not to strike during
the life of the contract.

$1.00 to $10.00

BILL FOLDS

2c

Dickie Hood Makes
'Honorable Mention'
At Tackle Position

Warriors.
The lineups:
Murray 41
Poi'.
Aline 12
Alexander 2
F
Williams 5
Spann 5
Miller I
F
Farris 7
COU rsey 2
I C
Thurman 7
G
Tubbs 4
Fu.rgerson 7
G
Barrow
Substptions: Murray Lyons 4.
Thornas, Clark 4. Ward 3, Hale 2.
Miller; Alrano-Burkeen. Pogue.

Question:

Are those contracts qiii in effect? •

Answer: Yes. They were signed in the spring of 1945
to run until October, 1946.

Answer: No. Only an actual strike would 'violatrthem.
•
Question: Haven't there been' strikes already during the
life of the contracts?
Answer: Yes. There were 998 strikes in steel plants
during the park year alone,They were mostly lbcal
strikes which the Union characterizes as "wildcat,"
they meant a big loss--in prod4ction.
•

•

Question: Does the end of the war justify changing the
contracts?
Question: Who signed for the Union? $
Answer: Its international officials - Philip *Murray,
Van Bittner, Clinton •Goitlen And others - and the
local Union heads at the various plants.

Murray 71gera 17, Lynn Grove 15
Monday night saw the Tigers
defeating the Lynn Grove Wildcats
17-15 in a game where both teams
looked fairly well in the *all
handling department but neither
outfit could find the basket.
The Hollandmen held Coach Boron Jeffrey's well in check until
the final quarter when the Cats
made a final bid to go out in front.
Murray was leading at the quarters 5-2, 8-5, 14-7.

Question: Is there no "escape clause" by which either
side could end the agreements?

Answer:. No: The bond was sealed on 'both sides and
should be kept whether times be good or bad. The
steel companies are continuing to live up to these
agreements. If a strike is called, it will be in clear violation of the existing contracts.

A

strike in

the face of existing contracts would shatter
a

any confidence in the validity of union agreements in the
Answer: No. The Union demanded'a fixed, long-teAn
'contract and got it.

steel industry.

Want Ads cover and discover a
multitude of needs.

'PICTURE FRAMES
otare.w.re;NrivA:....

Many others to choose from

Building Blocks
4.

CONCRETE
and
CINDER

Dale & Stubblefield
THE REXALL STORE.

American Iron and Steel Institute
350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.

•

Any quantity. We
Deliver

ROSS FEED CO.

OUR COMPANY MEMBERS EMPLOY 95 PER CENT OF THE WORKERS IN THE.STEEL INDUSTRY

MURRAY. KY.
North Third St.
Phone 101

C.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY
Consolidation of, The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and The
Tunes-Herald. Oct_ 20, 1928, and The West Kentuckian, Jan. 17, 1942..

Letters To Editor
.
,

•
"Justice Comes to Germany"

I

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1945

TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER

Murray State To
Aid Vets Arrange
College Programs

ceiling _priced set by, OPA at or
near the place where the lumber
1:;, being offered for sale, Robert
D. Haun, district price executive,
said.
The order established dollar-andcents ceilings for the following
Items of used luraberehoards, dimensions, plank and small timbers,
large timbers, reclaimed flooring,
and softwood plywood. All other
items of used lumber not specifically included in the. order continue
to be priced under provisions of
the general maximum price regulation.

19-POUND BABY
BORN AT ASHLAND
ASHLAND, Ky., Dec 10--Mrs.
John Castle, 40. of Westwood, an
Ashland suburb, yesterday gave
birth to her 12th child-a 19-pound
boy. The father, a laborer, is 64
years old.

George E. Drye, g 1-e •
USS LCT 1,61 315
tee PPO
W PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
San Francisco. Calif.
Waeaymu. Japan!
MRS. GEORGE HART. EDITOR
War veterans of Calloway counNov. 18. 1945
ty intrested in continuing their
Published Every Thursday Noon at 103 North Fourth St., Murray,•Ky. *Dear Mrs. Hari:
educational program are invited to
I would like, to express my apEntered at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, for Transmission as
confer with a repeesentati9e of
.
preatation to you and everyone,
Second Clue Matter.
Murray State College who will be
tconnected with the publishing of
ei
in Murray at the county superinSubscription Rates:-In Calloway and Adjoining Counties,
The Murray Ledger and Times.,
tendent's office on December 18
=.00 a Year; In, Kentucky. $2.50: Elsewhere. $3.00. •
My mother sends me your papers
$1.00 per year to Service Men Anywhere.
from 2 to 4 o'clock to assist in fill'each month-four editions at al
ing out the, proper form. This antime. I ration the papers to one
nouncement was made by Dr.
each day. and then look forward
Ralph W. Woods, president of Mur- Artificial Breeding Ass'e.
AA (
NI
to the package' next month. The
ray State, as a part of extensive Starts Operation in Graves
papers °Kea Much reading ma-!
•
plans made by the college to care
terial to fill the empty hours
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCOATION
for the educational needs of returnThe
Mayfield-Graves
County Arspend aboard ship. 1 read every,
ArDIV BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS
ing vets.
tificial Breedine Asociation, the
thing from page one to the classe 1
•
"Our representatives will meet first cooperative of its kind in
We reserve the, right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor. field ads.
with all interested veterans in an Kentucky, began operation there
or Public Voice items which in our opinicn is not for the best interest
Through the Ledger and Times
et our readers,
effort to assist them In filling out Monday.
rye come in contact with many
the proper forms, arranging for
The association has approximatefriends whom I've not bean i from
TO CET PROMPT RELIEF from
their certificate of discharge. and ly 100 members, who signed up
distress of those nagging colds
since my absence of two years
planning their college program", about 900 cows, to be bred by arthat cause coughing and make
from Murray. Brent Hughes and
Dr. Woods said today.
you feel all stuffed up-put a
tificial insemination.
The publishing industry has become an important one I are corresponding with each other ,
good spoonful of V icks VapoRub
Murray has already received the
Perry Harrison, Farmington, is
during our modern age, and in most communities in this through the help of his address I ,
in a bowl of boiling water.
firet of 50 homes for veterans to president of the pioneer group.
the Ledger.
country it is a- mighty pleasant one in which to be engaged. obtained fromMurray.
Then feel relief come as you
be used by returning vets and their Other officers are: Ed Warren,
High School.
I attended
breathe in the steaming, mediIt is.an industry which attracts high-minded men and
families while attending college. vide president; E. L. Perry. secreMurray - Training School. Most
cated vapors. These medicated
women becausethey can-earn a decept income and at the of the boys I knew are in the ser- • Many Nazis are now on trial for their crimes against humanity. "Some of them will be ready for tary and treasurer, and Garland
Vapors penetrate to the cold-con. same time rendera type of community service that is
occupancy at the beginning of the Schmidt. U. A. Roberts and Cletus
tested upper breathing passages.
And numerous others have learned at first hand how a military comvice and the. girli. are gem/ to colThey soothe irritation, quiet
mission of `the War Crilnes Branch (upper left), shown in the new
Winter Quarter here Jan. 2, 1946," Whitlow, direcfas. Mr. Harrison
po&IWV(any 6th
eitigttre
lege or have been married. I've
Coughing,
help clear the he..ad and
Germany,"
deals
Time,
"Justice
Conies
to
fairly
March
of
but
imIn the newspaper 61113ineSS a person, through the thought many times of writing my placably with the guilty .. Accused of the unprovoked murder of Dr. Woods innOunced.
and Mr. WarT4n also are -members
bring such grand comfort.
the
lack
of
teachers
there.
From
of
the
board
of
Two
,year
diectore
curricular
have
been
ignore,
associations
or cast off, unpleasant
years. learns to
American airman, Lt. VieNeadouff Warren (center), of Hyattsville,
FOR ADDED RELIEF.. On
and becomes more or legs immune to efforts of those who mailing addresses I could never Maryland, the defendant, Prinz Strasser (upper right), hears the arranged for veterans in the fields The group was formed under the
throat, chest and back at bedstart
-writing.
of agriculture, Cemmerce, fine arts, sponsorship of the Illinois Central
charges and specifications of the crime read to him in court by the
time rub Vicks VapoRub. It
oppose him and place every stumbling block possible in his
We, have no idea when we will
prosecutor, Captain Victor H. Miles. Interpreters Sergeant Oscar
works for hours-even while
physical edubation, Murray's System - which trained the: ifil6mpath, and he-develops a keen appetite for words and acts be sent home but when I do get Sessler and Corporal Werner Conn, sworn in, stand by to insure full and
you sleep-to bring relief. Now
president
out. Thi's stu- inator and is furnishing the sires;
that cheer him along his path of community effort through back to the states I want to say , understanding by the accused ... A truck driver, Joseph Pusch (lower dent will pointed
try
this homebe issued a. certificate the agricultural extension service,
tested treat••eonstant kpplication of his energies in the public welfare. "hello" to all. iny friend, and see 4_ left), sworn in as a witness for the prosecution, here identifies the of graduation at the end of each Mayfield, and the Mayfield Pet
man's army cap .. Prosecutor Miles proceeds to establish that
ment,tonight.
VAPO UR
The publisher's personal mail reflects. the real fiel- a, ...Murray High football game ' dead
curriculum. All credits gaMed in Milk, Company.
the airmen were not attempting to escape and were unarmed when
ings of friends,. and 'the Fourth Estate would he a sorry .Murray the victor.)
the. completion of such euivecula
shot. The verdict is then brought in (lower right) and the accused
taillecinunt towards a degree in the
calling if he did not get an occasional "pat on the back" I am in Japan now. We arrived Nazi hears his fate -"to be hanged by the neck until dead."
event the student decides to change
for taking moral stands on issues that may have a depress- pipere from Okinawne August 26.
the occupation forces. It's
his objective and become a candi-.
ing effect on his bank account, cause him to be crowded bringing
very interesting studying the Japadate for a degree in the respective
away from the trough of political patronage, or deny him nese
people. I miss seeing furnie
departments.
a seat near the "pork barrel."
• lure in,-the homes. One -table,
The Murray Chamber of Commerce very respectfully Cooperative•training, that is part•
A publisher who advocates good roads for his county: usually in each room, is all the suggesag the fallowing in the operation of a motor vehicle: time in school ahil - part,time on
..r.an't expect to publish the legal advertising for bidi when furniture a ,home consists of.
Don't stop on street corners to let passengers on On",,i5if. the job, will be available to all
contnactS are let for new road:4 because he has to get on Evers-one sits on the floor, on pilDon't stop_in line of traffic for conversation. ._
Yq01:
115
sboes•
bee
remove
must
job training, and work Opportuni-The toes-oflhersi who confia'fhe placing oTsucYrd-verNow your horn- when traffic is stopped.
but
.
seems
funny'
ties
.tising in order to follpw his policy. He must decide whether fore entering. It
it. , . Don't pull out from,curb or parking space without DC. Woods emphasized that *flygets used
• miew paltrrdoltars-addett to-hts tank account U - more after atizbelia-oee
both
ways.
•
looking
•
Before I. came to Japan. I read
educational experiences, that .the
iMporthnt, than the public welfare, and unfortunately, of• the bombing of Osaka. I've
• Don't attempt to park in td'osmall a space.
veiliran may have had in the
there are newspapers that make the -decision in their own visited the city severae,,nmes and
Don't park. so your neighbor cannot get out.
armed services whiCh might enbehalf who niay reasonably expect to get the patronage. it's hard to believe so much, damDon't cut corners in the city.
title him to receive credit will be
Jt is up to the publisher to decide whether there are age could be done. I think Over
- Don't drive fast except on the open road. RemeMber given full consideration,
Other
compel sa-tions-for Iris-efforts- which are paramount to the half of the city was completely. that 50 miles an hour is high speed.
opPortunities to be offered the vets
will be special testing programs
financial consideration and when one receives a personal destroyed. !sake is the third largDon't hog the road.
population is
and review courses.
letter containing the. following paragraph all doubt is eat city cf Japan. Its
Don't continually drive around the square.
s
alba one half million.
three
pr)mptly removed,
Don't
e park.
conditions ere very poor
"I have long'appreciated the many fine things you here The daily • diet of moat
Don't drive through fog, dust, smoke, snow or sleet
have undertaken to do through your-newspaper n Paris. people consist of :one bowl of rice when you can not see.
Naturally when. one stands up for high principles .and 'and one sweet potato. Fruit is
Don't turn right or left or stop without a signal.
clean,governraent he gets it. (in every side.,but we shall
The government estiDon't drive with one light.
Dollars-and-cents ceiling prices
tontinu • to pray that through Your paper you may help ! ITiiite• several hundred , thousand
.Don't drive without good brakes.
for coal ‘deliverd by truck from
people will die of starvation this
to make Paris what it ought to be."
mines direct te consumers in CalDon't drive when intoxicated. SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
loway county have been establishRt.ceipt of such a letter is in itself an answer to the year.
when
drive
very
slow
thereis
sleet
or
ice:
Do
I would like_ very' muchto hear
INCORPORATED
ed kn, OPA as follows. the Kenquestion
raiiedirr
the
caption
of
this
artiele
and
the
paralights
when
arrproaching
a
your
fellow
motorist.
Dim
_.
from yowand anyone who would'
tucky
District
OPA
announced
to
graph above "explains magnificently "WHY MEN P1.713- caw to: write me.
• -Do not get in a hurry.
LISH NEWSI'APERS."—Paris.Post-Intelligencer.
Better be safe .han•sorry. Apply the Golden Rule in day:
your friend.
•
Size group "A" single screened
George Dree
the operation of your automobile.
lump larger than one and one-half
Ed's Note: I will answor-your
Remember, you had better be one minute lats..inch and double screened coals
fetter today. Thank • you for the
Than ten years early at the Pearly Gate.
larger than one and one-half inch)
complimentary - statements tabout
$550 per ton; size group "B" ,single
•
•
interesting
the
paper and for
te'Jted at my rr.er.
It .- ,-cason wnen vb will the
Mr Dine
Some specimen answers to school examination questions: screened lump one and one-half
news about yedistlf. The football
inch and
smaller and doubl
house last Thursday afternoon to :turn on the lights and place canThe way a farmer keeps the fertility in his field is screened
with
sea.s.on is orei. and we think
coals one and one-half
the Girl Scouts ab eit the history
dles in our windows for those men a good record. The basketball seahe builds a fence around it.
inch: and smaller) $5.15 pee ton:
of Murray: It was 'Interesting to
!who have returned and for these son is oh and all the county teams
Four Animals belonging to the cat family are a fa- size group eC" mine run, modhear him talk about nhellieginning
who are coming. There will be• are geing good. I hope you can
ther cat, a motherdht, and two kittens.
ified mine run, and mine run r He knows more
of this
, other candles, too . . candles for come home soon.-L H.
sultants larger than two inches
NATIONAL PARENT-TEACHFR
about the place. than any other
those who are far awe y •
and
I
$5.05 per ton; size group -D"
I haee neard talk unless it is Aunt
T rue . those whose spirits will be
screenings not exceeding two
Bush Houston The girls were inEXANSVILLE MAKES A START
i with us . . even though - their nainches, $4.70 per ton.
terested in learning that a log
1 turan-lives have gone on forever
The trucker is required to post
house standing where Dale and
•••••
This column is published weekly
On November 5 representatives
Stubblefield's Drug Store is. was t ,
Callers in the home of Mr. and of 52 men's and women's groups his Maximum prices in the cab 'of
Cooperation
of
this
the
through
The tSne is approaching when
his truck and to give each pun.
the first busiaess house in Mur, we well take itventory of our past Paper. Questions should be mailed Mrs. Ben Byars Sunday were Mr. met in the Evansville, Indiana, ,chaser a sales slip showing the
ray.
Employment
SeeStates
to
United
Mra. JOC.-Ftscnall- and daugh- YMCA to form a -Citizens' Non-In- name of Mine operater from whom
• • • • •
!and Make resolutions for the fu' vice. Mayfield, Ky.
'*
ter. Inez Byars, Mi. and Mrs. Odie flation Committee . Evansville is he bought the coal. mine index
Eash year I determine that I will hue ..
Q How can a Veteran of World
one of 23 communities in the _nee -number, county in which mine is
get gifts tied up early, Chreatrnae
War II apply for his Readjustment Morris and family..
tion in which, because of greatly located.
•
Murree State College is makirig
cards addressed by' the 15th. the
Mr and Mrs. Odic Morris and expanded war activities, inflationAllowance einemplOyed part i unwindow curtains arid and windows plans before New Year . .. MakRights"
of
Bill
GI.
der the
children visited Mr. and Mrs. J. P. ary pressures have been greatest.
washed early. Always I plan to. ing ,plans for a Sew Year when
A. If the veteran it unemploy- Wicker. Paducah. Thursday.
The recently formed Citizens' Comh_ first
make two moist. juice cakes iced the school •
with
work
ed, he must register for
mittee is determined that these
with. „fresh coconuts grated by ccalegee to have a.full, well.rourwie
-Saturday
Tyler,
spew
We.
Ben
•
Serthe United State Employment
pressures will not cause a ruinous*
,
Every year I wonder if 'I ed program' for returning veterans
hand
with
Mrs.
Olen
Sheridan.
vice, then file a claim for his Alunderway
plans
are
inflation,
and
have made The right selection of Dr. Ralph Woods in a meeting with
Dollar-and-cents ceiling prices
Mrs. Marvin Parks visited hr for an all-out,„ antininflation camlowance ttith the Unemployment
gifts'. . el have a. feeling, as I educators- of this. county and with Compensation
are now in effect throughout the
aunt - Mrs. Ben Byars and Mn, paign,
wrap this 'and that that my choice the veteran's committee of the
state of Kentucky for .all tatted and
Is self-employed he mat apply di- Byars, last 'Friday.
•
criticize. stated definite 'plans for
is net the right one
scrap' lumber, the Kentucky disrectly to the Unemployment ( om(Odle Morris and family visited
. the progress of this program . . .
James Phillip Smith, 4-Her in trict office of Price Administrption
pensation Commiesion.
in the home of Mr_ and Mrs. DougThis year is triuch theefame as He is placing thihgs tangible for
Q. What must a Veteran have ba. Vaineleke_Sunclat_night, „Metcalfe county. made a profit of announced Monday.
The riew regulation requires all
829 on 50 While Giant fryers
years Issfore. Wt are not movtrig. mdtterrnent be men to gesen Murtey in order to file a claim for this
Mrs. en P. Wicker and datigh- which weighed 3 pounds when 12 persons selling used or scrap lumltie furniture and•fixttires are in State lie has bought government Readjustment Allowance? ter visited Mrs. • Montle Wicker weeks old
ber from stock piles to post the
place and .wc twill not. hve that houses. prefabricated, from Charles.
A. He must have the original of Friday.
job this year as we did last .Christ- .ton-Ind and they are on the cam- his discharge, his Social Security
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made
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redecorated
being
Gene Autrie Veandyke. son of Mr.
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IT'S CHRISTMAS AT '

HEART. THOUGHTS By L. HART

Purdom Hardware Co.
BEAUTIFUL AND PRACTICAL
GIFTS

Veterans' Corner

Lassiter Hill News

Toyland In Basement

I

New Merchandise Arriving Daily

1

Ceiling Prices Set
For Used Lumber

k iihe.c

or

THE FINEST... at .
THE BLUEBIRD

SUGGESTIONS FOR CHRISTMAS

Clothes Harnpet.s
• Cast Aluminum Griddle• and Chicken Fryers
• Infrared Lamps
• Boudoir Lamps
• Vanity Lamps
• Electric Broilers •
Genuine Hummen Figurettes
• Fine Table and Kitchen Cutlery
• Pocket Knives
• Smoking Stands
• Footballs
• Metal Scooters
• Metal Wagons
s' Metal Wheelbarrows
• Archery Sets
• Toy Irons

•

'

MANY, MANY OTHER GIFTS and
TOYS TOO NUMEROUS TO
MENTION

Home Made Hot Rolls

Purdom Hardware Co.

BLUE BIRD CAFE

Exclusive- Dealers For
Westinghouse Electrical Appliances
Warm Morning Heaters
Shellane Gas
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THE LEDGER
BAPTIST CHURCH
Braxton B. Sawyer, Pastor
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Miss Pollie Small, Church Sec.
Miss Dorothy Brizendine, Student
Secretary, Phone 75
Dewey Ragedale, Sunday School
Superintendent
Ronald Churchill, T. U. Director
011111111111111111
Mrs. Eugene Shipley, WMU Pres.
MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Morning
Sixth and Maple Streela
Sunday School --------9:30 a.m.
Harold Watson, Minister
Morning worship
10:45 am.
Evening
Bible School at 9:45 a.m.
Training Union
6:15 p.m.
Worship with communion at Evening worship
7:30 p.m.
10:50 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. Subjects Prayer meeting, Wed.
7:30 p.m.
for Sunday: "The New Testament
Church," and ''The Great SalvaMEMORIAL EIAPT/ST CHURCH
tion."
H. A. Wert, Pastor
Moncloy: Devotional in the College Library building at 7:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.-Sunday School. Odell
Wednesday: Song practice and
Hawes, superintendent.
music study at 6:30; prayer meet10:45 a.m.-Morning worship
ing at 7:00 with classes for all
7:30 p.m.-Evening worship
ages.
7:00 p.m _Group Meetings
You are invited to all services.
Tueiday
2:00 p.m-W.M.S. at the Church
FIRST MIETHODIST CHURCH
Wednesday
T. H. Mullins. Jr., Minister
1:30 p.m.-Mid-Week Prayer Service and Bible Study
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
9:00 p.m.-Teachers and Officers
10:50 a.m. Morning Worship
Meeting
5:30 p.m. Youth Choir Rehearsal
6:00 p.m. Methodist Youth Fellow•
St. Lee's Camille church
ship w

9:45 A.M. Church School, W. B.
Moser, Supt. Classes for
all age grclups. Come
and bring every member
of the family.
10:55 A.M. Morning Worship Services, sermon by the
minister with special
music under the direction of Mr. Merle Kesler.
6:30 P.M. Christian Youth Fellowship under the adult
supervision of Mrs. John
Reaves, our student director.
5:00 P.M.
Afternoon Vespers.
Worship, special music,
and message each Sunday afterrioon.
7:30 P. M. Wednesday Evening
Fellowship and
Study
hour.
You are cordially invited to avail
yourselves to all She ministries of 7:90 .p.m. Evening Worship • _
our church:- Youis will find sr‘-710 p.m.
Wednesday, Prayer
friendly welcome ameng our ChrisMeeting
tian peoples.
6:30 p.m. College Vespers
Max B. Hurt Chaim-sass Board of
Swards
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN cinyaco
E. B. Howton, Superintendent of
Samuel C. McKee, Pastor
Sunday School
Van D. Valentine, Secretary of
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Sunday School
10:00 a.m. Miss Ella Weehing's
Bible Class for College Students Miss Lula Clayton Beale, MYF
High School Counselor
11:00 a.m. Worship Service
Mrs. W. F. Jeffrey, Intermediate
Sermon by the pastor
MYF Counselor
4:30 p.m. Sedior High Fellowship
6:45 p.m. Westminster Fellowship Mrs. Robt. Smith. Junior VYF
- Counselor
.
Wednesday. 8:00 p.m. Mid-Week
Prayer Meeting
HAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST
CHURCH
A. Cr. Qleilders. Pastor
•
South Pleasant Grove
-Sunday -School at10:09 a.m. Hub
Elwin, ,superintendenf.Worship Service at Iske00 a.m.,
first and third Sundays. s
Hazel Church
' Sunday Selaisol at 10 a.m., Jatites
E. Underwood. superintendent.
I Worship Service at .11:00 am..
second Sunday, -and at 7:00 p.m.
second and fourth Sundays.
Youth Fellowship at 6:00 p.m. '
Masons Chapel
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m., first
Murray Consumers
third, and loath Sundayss and at
2:00 p.m. second Sunday. Willie
Coal & Ice Co.
Craig, superintendent.
elephone 64
Worship Service ..at 11:00 a.m.,
fourth Sunday, and at 3:00 p.m.
We Deliver
'
I Sunday.

TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PAGE TITRE'S

ALIKt2' CIRCUIT
L. R. Putnam, Pastor

HARDEN CIRCUIT
Henry Smith, Pastor
First 5uuday-palestine 11 a.m.
First Sunday_Tempie FII11. SunSecond Sunday-Olive 11 a m.
day School 10:00 o'clock each SunThird Sunday-Hardin 11 a.m.
day; church services 11:00 and In- and 8 p.m.; Dexter-2:30 p.m.
dependence 2:45.
Fourth Sunday-Union Ridge 11
Second Sunday-Russells Chapel. Ran.
Sunday School 2:30 p.m. each Sunday; church services, 11:00 am.
SINKING SPRING BAPTIST
Third Sunday-Brooks Chapel.
CHURCH
Sunday School 10:15 each Sunday;
M M. Hampton, pastor
church services 11 a.m.
Fourth Sunday - Temple Hill.
10:00 am. Sunday School. SylvesC•nrch services 1,1,00 a.m. Bethel
ter Paschall, superintendent.
-Sunday School /1:00 each Sun11:00 a.m. Preaching Service _
day, and church services 2:45 p.m.
8:00 p.m. B.T.U. L. D. Warren,
director.
HA/IEL BAPTIST CHURCH
9:00 p.m. Preaching Service
H. F. Paschall, Pastor
Everyone cordially invited to
attend all services.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. each
Sunday. Sunday School SuperinMURRAY CIRCUIT
tendent, Paul Dailey.
C. A. Higgs, 'Pastor
Morning Worship at 11 am. on
secohd and fourth Sundays each
First Sunday-Goshen 11 a.m.;
month.
Lynn Grove 3 p.m.
tvening Service at 7:45 on secSecond Sunday-Martins Chapel
ond and fourth Sundays.
11 a.m.; New Hope 3 p.m.
Training Unions each Sunday at
Third Sunday-Lynn Grove 11 a.m.
6.30 p.m, Layman White, director.
Goshen 3 p.m.
W.M.U., GA., R.A. meets on
Fourth Sunday--Sulpher Springs
Wednesday following second and
9:45 a.m.; New Hope 11:00 a.m.;
fourth Sundays.
Martins Chapel 3 p.m.
Fifth Sunday - Sulpher Springs
ELM citovE BAPTIST CHURCH
11 a.m.
Rev, W. B. Cone, Pastor

Coldwater News
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Improved
Uniform
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By MPS. A. L. Bazzell

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bishop and
II SCHOOL family
and George Elliott spent

LESSON
By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST, D. D.
Of The Moody Bible Institute of Chicago.
Released by Western Newspaper Union.

Lesson for December 16
Lesson subjects and Scripture testa *eand copyrighted bg International
Council of Religious Education; used rut
permission

lected

EXALTING CHRIST IN THE LIFE
OF THE NATION
,
Isaiah 9:2, 3, II,

I;
LESSON TEXT:
Luke 1:26-33
GOLDEN TEXT: For unto us a child
Is born, unto us • son is given: and
the government shall be upon His ghoulder: and Fits name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty God, the
Everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace.
-Isaiah 9:6,

Christmas is coming! It should
be a blessed and delightful time this
year. But do not fail to ask yourself, What is its true meaning?
Why did Christ come? So that we
could feast and celebrate? Surely
not. He came first of all to be a
Saviour; but do not forget that the
North Twelfth Street
Saviour is also the King of kings.
When Jesus came, His people IsServices are held each Sunday
rael were practically without a govILS follows:
Dissolution
of
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m. each
ernment. They were a subject peoFirst, third, and fifth Sundays Sunday. Allen Wells, superintendple under the rule of Rome. Their
Partnership
at 10 o'clock; second and fourth ent.
national life was in ruins; darkEundays at 8 O'clock.
Morning Worship It 11:00 a.m
ness had settled over their land, and
•
each Sunday.
there was both national and spiritual
KIRKSEY CIRCUIT
Training Union at 6:00 p.m. each
As of November 21, 1945, darkness. Christ came as their King,
II. P. Blankenship, Pastor
Sunday. Alfred' Williams, director. I have sold my interest in as well as the Light of the world.
Evening Worship at :00 p.m. the Wheeler & West Store True, they rejected Him, and His
until He
First Sunday__Kirksey 11 a.m.; each Sunday.
to George 0. West, who will kingdom is now in abeyance
comes again to reign. One of these
Cole's Camp Ground 3 pm; Mt.
W. M.U. meets everysecond and
business
under
continue
the
days He will come!
fourth Wednesday at 2:00 p.m. •
Hebron 6:30 p.m.
West's Dry
R.A.'s, G.A.'s, and Sunbeams meet the name of
Seond Sunday - Coldwater 11
I. Darkness-but the Light Is Corna.m.; Mt. Carmel 8:30 p.m.*
on second and fodrth Wednesday Goods.
ing! (Isa. 9:2, 3).
Third Sunday-Mt. Hebron 11 nights.
When Jesus came there's/Ps deep
All bills and debts made
a.m.: Kirksey 6:30 pm.
darkness in Israel; there was no
by
Mr.
West
is
an
obligation
Carmel
11
Fourth Sunday-Mt.
king. National honor and glory were
svoma cares CPWRCTI
of his and not a part of T. E. at low ebb. Religious leaders had
am.; Cole's. Camp_ Ground
Enron iticherson. Pastor
Wheefe.
Dl
3c
Coldwater 6:30 p.m.
lost their spiritual vision and zeal.
They were vie& through the form
There ia Church School at each
Preaching every Sunday mornof godliness but denying its power.
of these churches at 10 a.m. every ing of 11:00 o'clock and on SunRead the book of Malachi for a
Sunday. Your attendance is ap- day night ati7:30picture of their desolation.
preciated.
Robert Owen is superintendent
Then Jesus came, and the ;greatof Sunday School held every Sunest Light of all time shone forth in
day
catsca
at
10:00
o'clock
BETHEL BAPTIST
the darkness. He was and is "the
County)
B.T.U. every bunaay mgnt at
light of the world" (John 8:12).
6:30, Clifton McNeely director, and
J. H. Thurman, Pastor
They that followed Him did not
preaching following B.T U.
*tumble in darkness (John 9:5; 11:
Back the Attack
Prayer meeting every Wednesday
First Sunday 2:00 pm. Sunday
9). How sad that they received Him
By Buying
School, Pe.ul Newton, Superintend- night at 7:00 o'clock.
not (John 1:11)1 The reason? They
W MS. meets on Thursday at
ent. Preaching at 3:00 pm.
loved darkness rather than light
War
Bonds!
Third Sunday', Sunday School at 1:30 p.m after the first and third
(John 3:17.21).
10:00 a.m. Preaching at 11:00 a.m Sunday each month.
There is much darkness in our
•
and 6:30 pm.
world today. We need the light of
STENO CREEK BAPTIST
Jesus in national life, as well as in
CHURCH
I individual life. When will the rtaOAK-GROVE BAPTIST
I tions of the earth recognize Him
J. ff. Thurman. Pastor
CHURCH
as the only One who can truly lead
horn functional periodic pain them
through the darkness?
First Sunday, 10:00 a m. Sunday •
Second Sunday, 10:00 a.m. SunMilitary leaders, educators, and
Cantut is a liquid medicine which
day School, Jas. H. Foster, Super- School, Morgan Cunningham. Subrought
relief
many women say has
scientist" are saying in our day that
from the cramp-like agony and neeintendent. Preaching at 11:00 a.m. perintendent. Preaching at 11.00
there must be a spiritual rebirth
roue stratn cf functional periotho
a.m. and Saturday before at 2.00
and Saturday before at 2:00 p.m.
help:
glatrwia. Here'm how it may
of the peoples of the earth if we
Fourth Sunday, Sunday School
'Taken like a wale.
iris not to have another war which
It should stimcdate
at 10:00 a.m. Preaching at 11:00
will destroy everything. No mere reappetite, aid dig..SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
a.M.
ton.' thus help build revival of "religion" will do it. We
sistance for the 'Stair
L. V. Henson. Pastor
must have Jesus, the Saviour and
to came
the Light!
St•rted 3 days beDo. your Xmas shopping early.
Preaching twice each montn, on
g& fore ' your tone-, It
II. Chaos-but a King Is Comshould help relieve
first and third Sundays, at 11,016
USE
pain due to purely funcing (Isa. 96, 7).
trona1 periodic causes.
We have already suggested that
Tyr Cardut If it helps, you'll
Seventy-live perceet of Ker•
be glad 3o:a did.
Isaiah's prophecy came at a time of
tucky farms do not have central
chaos in the affairs of the nation.
Cold
station electric service.
Would they ever have the order and
NOSE
SALVE.
TABLETS.
LIQCID,
dignity
of a nation again? Who was
gag-itley
Use our ciasstueo
DROPS. CAUTION: USE ONLY
to be their king'? What kind of leadget the business.
AS DIRECTED
er would He be? Our verses give
the answer.
Seven hundred years before Christ
came, the prophet presented a glorious, detailed picture of the coming
One. He was to be born as a Babe
-a Son-but the "government shall
be upon his shoulder."
What kind of King Is He? His
g "Any time after 20 years I
"First, I keep my present grad,.
names reveal Him.
U can retire at half pay increas"Wonderful"-that word has been
That means a lot.
ing year by year to threc-quarters
so misused that it means compara"Hi reenli.ting for 3 years I retirement pay after. 30 years-of
tively little to us. It really fulfills its
can pick my own branch of service. Arid the lime I've already
true meaning in Christ. He is unique,
SUPPLIES
service in the Air. (round pr served in active military or naval
remarkable, yes, truly wonderful.
Service Forces, and can go to ally service counts toward my retire•
"Counsellor"-in every detail of life,
•
overseas theater I wish.
great or small, an infallible Guide.
ment time. Added op-reenlistSUILDING
&
FARM
"Mighty God"-not just like God, or
1 "I get my mureering-out pay, ment seems pretty sound to me!"
HARDWAR&
representing God; Christ is God.
even though Fm reenlisting.
"Everlasting Father"-the tender
Also, I get $50 a year reenlistment
and loving, unfailing One to whom
bonus for each year I've been in
time brings no change, for He is the
receive
Army.
My
dependents
- the
"Father of eternity." "Prince of
family allowances for the full term
Est. 1897 Murray, Ky. Peace"-He is not yet the Ruler of
AN IMPORTANT DATE
of my enlistment. ,And I'll he
' the nations of the world, hence we
FOR MIN IN THE ARMY
`-` eligible for CI Rani Rights bene' hear not only of wars but of rumors
of wars. Mark it well that there will
fits when I get out of the Army.
MEN now in Army who retinlist
be no enduring peace until He comes
bolero Fsbruory 1 will b. roan"My food. clothes, quarters.
to reign whose right it is to reign,
listod in present rod* Men hen-1 medical and dental care are all
the divine Prince of Peace.
or•bly dischorgad can reenlist
supplied to me. And I can learn
III. Jesus Christ-the Light and
within 20 days`oftitr discharge
any of 200 skills or trades in the
the King (Luke 1:26-33).
in grads h•Id at tim• of disSOUTH SIDE SQUARE
Army schools.
If Christ is to be honored in the
charge. •wovidisd they reenlist
life of any nation, yes, of our nabolero F•bruery 1, 1946.
;"All of us who are reenlinting
tion, He must first be recognized as
la lore going to have'front 30 to
You may •nilst AT ANY TIME
the Son of God, the Lord of glory,
90 days' furlough al korne with
1
2, 2 or, 3 year periods
far /
the everlasting King of kings.
On Cash and Carry on
full pay and our travel paid Isiah
(One-year mtlions•nts for men
We need to emphasize that fact
_w.sys.-And wcM has 30 (lass' furLaundry
and
both
now in ths,Artny with at loon
now when both military and politilough every year •ith pa,
Cleaning
6 months of sorvicis3
cal -leaders are talking about the
need of spiritual revival to save the
* ** * * * * * * * * * * * * *
world. Let us be sure that they mean
MONTHLY
more than just to pay formal recogPAY PER MONTHRETIREMENT
Marllitg
nition to e great man and a distinINCOME AFTER: .
PYREX FILAMIWAIII for all her topssfsitove
gem Pay
ENLISTED MEN
guished moral teacher. He is the
P•r
cooking, She can watch foods cook. 'Two
20 Tears' TO Tears'
Service
Service
Month
Saviour, and there is none other
sparkling saucepans .1 qt. and I!, qt. sires
In Add1ion to Food. ;Am
Master Sergeant
(Acts 4:12).
and heady glass skillet. Glass handle fits ail 3
or First Sergiant $1351.00 $89.70 $155.25
Clothes isd Medics: Care
-- is detachable for serving and
s Note the marvelous fulfillment of
Technical Sergeant 114.00 74.10 128.25
storage. The 4 pieces'......
only
prophecy which actually took placti
108.00
62.40
Staff Sergeant . . 0o.00
se"'. Increase for
(•)
in the corning of Jesus. Isaiah (7:'
87.75
50.70
MAKI IT A RID
DAY With this easy-toSergrtint . . . . 78.00
- Sersiee Overseas.(hI Plus
14) said He was_to be born of a
read Pyrex measu-e Lifetime red markings on
SO% if Mfniber of Flying
66.00
42.90
Corporal . . .
74.25*
virgin. He was (v. 27)1 He was to be
Crews,'Varachut ist, etc. (c)
clear Pyrex brand glass that mists
35.10
60.75
Private First aass. 14.00
Increase
in
Pay
5".
'-Plui
the Son of God (Ps. 2:7). He was
heat and acids 1 pt.
only SO(
56.25
Private . . . . 50.00
32.50
for Each 3 Years of Service.
°(9. 32)1 And so on through all the
MANY 01515 Loviti Pfau GIFTS
detailed prophecies of His birth.
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*
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LOOK FOR THIS LASH
Flavor Saver pie
.
plate
45c
We cselebrate the fulfillment of
DI THIS MAIN MARK
Pyrex Bowl Set 3 bowls)...... .
93c
these prophecies at Christmas time.
REENIIST NOW AT YOUR NEAREST
SEE THE JOB THROUGH
Pyrex Double Duty Casseroles 45
1
,
0c
.d
n
to 9
45
3:
FUSSED IN GLASS
Let us be reminded that there are
U. S. ARMY RECRUITING STATION
Pyrex Loaf Pans
hundreds of prophecies that He is to
50t eine 6Se
Pyrex Utility Di.es
•
come again. Let us believe them,
and look for Him. He is the hope of
BE A
FEDERAL BUILDING
this poor world!
"GUARDIAN OF VICTORY"

How women aio girls
may get wanted relief

Sunday with Mrs. Mattie Jones,
and mother and Isois.
Mrs. Bennie Finney and chfldren
are ill.
Mr, and Mrs. Lewis Lamb spent
Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Black.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lamb and
family visited Mr. and Mrs. Gill
Watson and family Sunday.
Henry Black is recovering from
a recent Hitless.
Ted Youngblood, L. G. Pea, and
Henry Lee Jones are home with
discharge'
Sunday visitors . of Mr. aria Mrs.
Bernard Jones Were Mr. and Mrs.
liglaert Turnbow, M,1.aiyi Mrs.
Genie Paschall and family, Mr

and Mrs. Vernon Hicks and faintly, and Mrs. Mildred Dublin and
son.
Bernard Jones is on the sick
list.
Mrs. Bob Guthrie received word
that her husband has arrived in
the states.
•.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs,
Bert Bazzell were Mr. and Mrs.
Boyd Carter and •family and Mrs
Lester Keller and daughter.

24-Ounce Baby
Dies In Mayfield
MAYFIELD, Ky., Dec. 10--Funeral services for Jerry Andrew
Bailey, the 24-ounce infant son of
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Bailey, Mayfield Route 3. who died late Saturday night at a Mayfield hospital,
were held at the graveside in Robbins cemetery Sunday afternoon•

CLASS'

THY
VAPO-PATH
M

ineral Fume Baths

ASK TI;IE PERSON
WHO HAS
VISITED OUR
ESTABLISHMENT
Whether you are man or
woman, business office
factory, indoor or outdoot
worker, it makes no dif!
ference. You can increase
productive
effort
your
with Vapo-Path Baths.

If You Are Fighting
Chronic Fatigue,
Jitters, Headache,
, Colds, Poor Circulation, Sinus, Arthritis,
Or Any Of The Other
Common Discomforts.

Class' Vapo-Path
is Nature's
Way
Everyone knows they must
have minerals in their systern and that the poison
must come out.
VAPOPATH Baths are different
under 90
. . . not heat .
degrees F. Come in and get
the facts. We like chronic
They tespond
conditions.
to the Vapo-Path ni‘thod.

THIS COCTON and $1.50 en:
titles you to year -first Class'
Vapo-Pam Bath and Massage
Get the thrill of feeling well
again.
This Coupon Espiires
December 14, 1945

-HOURSWomen
•

Men
10:00 to 5:00
(By Appointment)

1:00 to 5:00

MAN ATTENDANT FROM 1:00 TO 5.00

CLASS VAPO-PATH BATHS

FRANCES BRADLEY Manager
1110 West Main St.

Murray, Ky.

Phone 114

1
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K
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HOW MANY CALLS
KENTUCKY MADE THIS YEAR

2

•
A. B. Beale & Son,

JANUARY 31, 1946

I

BOONE'S

r

Save 10 to 20%

1
cfr,

L

As Telephone Tommy points out, Kentuckians did a
whale of a lot of talking from January through arovember
of this year. Fact is, more local 'and long distance calls
were made than in any other similar period in the entire
history of the telephone in Kentucky.
We wish you could have seen the rush of these calls
our telephone exchanges. They made the signal
lights dance across our switchboards with such speed and
sparkle as to turn the lights on Broadway green with envy.
through

. You might have felt that with so many calls being
handled, the telephone folks were making money because
of the war. The best way for Telephone Tommy to prove
the company did not profit by the war is to tell you this
startling fact. And that is "telephone earnings in 1945
will be the lowest in the company's history, except for
the worst of the depression years".

-14
This is because our espenses-wage.-, taxes, cost
materials, cost of services-increase.] .
crater rate
than our revenues.
Telephone people, however, were glad to him busy
handling Kentucky's calls. They were riot concerned
primarily with figures. Instead these 3,326 busy Kentucktans were concerned with service -getting your calls
through and seeing that lines were kept in order. They
knew their job was to serve you well and with a
pleasant "thank you".
J. M. McALISTER, Kentucky Manager

U.S. ARMY

PADUCAH, KY.

AIR, GROUND. SERVICE FORCES

DOUGLASS HARDWARE CO.
Telephone 53
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MOO ‘NI VrION

By The
Governor
Of The
Commonwealth Of
- Kentucky

Sgt. Lanis Mitchell receifed .his
discharge aL.Rockford. In, the past ;
Week.
Dickie 'champion has Zrrived:
fran overseas with 'a discharge. I
I
and,,Meif-Tfiekie
Mr.' Mrs . Port.-r . Cooper and children,
Mrs Pearl Lewis and son- Dewey!
* Orville. wi.re callers of Mr. and • TO ALL TO WHOM THF.SE
Murray PRESENTS SHALL COME:
Mrs Kell', Wisehart.
Sun day. •.

•r

*

*

*

WHEREAS. th!- prevention of
Mr and, Mrs_ Noah
.ay Saturday .
nation during
moved to Murr
conversion Tr
Wan•ant Offices Joseph Murphy
essential to
and Mrs Murphy are the rir,
to
' turn
of a son. Mrs. Murphy is the
peace-time
former' Dollie Mae Maynard and :
and
she is at the Mason hospital. The
- little tenets was named Lee WalW/IERKAS. because
•
ter.
Mr, slid Mrs. James 'Jackson of
supply
near Pury.tar. Tenn.. are the pa- I
intl.,:iiinAry
rents of a daughter Mrs. Jacksbn
ato
will be remembered as 3.11,-• Velma
h.
Lax.
• Mrs Resit- Davenport of near WHEREAS, the citizens .of- -Ken:1
Hazel is very ill and will be cartucky have banded
ried to Vanderbilt Hospital Nashyether
therristIves
ville. Tenn:
in true ,dernocr. •
George Freeland remains at the
fashion in a .
When he was a
Mason Hospital
pantie to prevent
small, lad he pushed a cherry seed
pr
catastrophic
up into his nose and four years
rise similar to that t
ago h;ir bled the seed out and now
f oll'o w .•
. which
he is suffering with..a..head in,
World WtSO
past
is
Freeland
Mr.
fection
years of'age
NOW THEREFORE. j
Mrs Elmus Mitchell and son.
Willis. I
Simeon
' . I.
Decry. and Mrs. Monnie MitGovernor r.f tho Coinschen were at .Miirray Friday.
-•• monwealth of KenThose calling at th home of
tucky. -- do here by Mr. and Mrs Elmus Mitchell the
proclaim the' per.
...neut.:Sunday during the.day niDecember
of
che:led Warren .kilbritten. Mrs.
through Itvernber I
Johnnie Simmon4. arid son. E H of
Murray, and s'on-in-law Ted Thorne
n"-cotrr
dur
which, many ,
of Paris. Tenn..•and Douglas Shoetorn- 1
munities in the'
maker of Midway • Mr: Shoemaker
monwealth- will
was a -former school teacher.-.of
Anti-haniEsses
brete
▪
•
Week, and _appeal to
have
is Lovins
Mr and Mrs
every_ixitriotic citiHintiVed- Peewit IlturraNte trr- horn.enr
Z
near Concord -Ole Maid
iatcistie9DcallPey.r3inte the
anti - -inflation. proU. S. Troops to Be
gram; to the end
Withdrawn From Iran
that we may -attain a
4••
— - testing economic seWAsIIIN11TCIN.._ Der._ 10--Art
runt.. •
pechtion of 2.000 fresh American
troops recently sent into Iran as .Seat,--Ot Commonwealth
--high point men Of Kentucky
replacements
Done et. Frankfort. Kentucky.
will be withdrawn.this month along
this twenty-ninth day of Novernwith all other L'orted States forces
becon the year of our Lo.-el one
there totalling under 4,000.
ltioh4nd ninehiddred and fortyfive. and in the one hundred and
READ TUE CLASSIFIEDS
•
fifty-fourth year of the CornSEED
monwealth
COMPANY
Signed'
•
Simeon•Willis. Governor
—Buyers and Sellers—
Commonwealth of Ken- s
ALL KINDS OF
tucky
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS

1,•

-e6.-

PARKER

•
We Are Headquarters
for .ies-d Cleaning
•
NEW LOCATION

• NOTICE!

All members of the Lynn Grove
Methodist Church are urged to be
present at the regular preaching
service next third Sunday PJ hear
Murray
Across Street From
,.the report .of the Building ComStockyards
mittee and to discuss plans for a
•
NA 1.,111dIr
Telephone 665

THE FACT is

ide/4e
f

By GENERAL El

roplelinited Ytateo /
o amemica

alkyl/a/nee to /lel

(And I'll back up that pledge with Victory Bonds
of them!)

and dee

plenty

wAid- dands
(My country — the land that yields my crops, that gives a living
to me and mine. I'll put my dollars to work for her.)

One natthn
Witetre

(I'll keep it one nation — prosperous and happy.);

k.e*"
GIANT X-RAY! THE 130-TON
AND

BETATRON"-DES)Gsif

,.-PRODUCES X-RAYS OF 100 MILLION

VOLTS !

7hd.idextfy and/maim /ale ail

BUILT BY GENERAL ELECTRIC SCIENTISTS

X-RAYS MAY SE
RESEARCH

THESE SUPER

IN MEDICAL

AND

ELECTRON
USEFUL

LOAN

(And a good lasing for all — the living that my backlog of
Bonds will make secure in the years to come-... for me,for my
community,for the boys who will be corning hack from fighting
in their(ountrf's service.)

ATOMIC

EVERY 15 MINUTES
A FARM BUILDING GOES UP
IN FLAMES. ONE CHIEF CAUSE
SPONTANgUS COMBUSTION
OF

HAY-- CAN SE

AVOIDED BY

'NEW ELECTRICAL HAY-DRYING
SYSTEM WITN UNIQUE CONTROL

Quota For Calloway County Is $227,500.00

DElfELOPE
G.E.

This space is a contribution to America's all-out war effort by the following reputable and progressive

QUICK BREADS!
RESEARCA

EXPERTS OF GENERAL ELECTRICe(

CONSUMER INSTITUTE RANGES
FROM QUICKLY MADE PRE A5
7D SAVING VITAMINS. THEIR
—

SENERT.
More Goods for More People at Liss rod:-'' ''

Murray Hatchery

Frazee, Melugin & Holton Ins. Agc'y.

National Hotel

Boatwright & Company
Bank of Murray
Blue Bird Cafe
Boone Laundry and Cleaners
Company
&Xis Furniture Company
Calloway County Lumber grnpany
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
Economy Grocery

Gladys Scott's D'ress Shop
Growers Loose Leaf Floor .1 St I( IF A RMEIC Mgr.
Hendon's Texaco Station
Johnson Appliance Company
Love's Studio
Littleton's
Murray Consumers Coal and Ice Co.
Murray Lumber Company
Murray Paint & Wallpaper Company
Murray Fashion- Shoppe

National Stores
Parker Seed Store
Peoples Savings Bank
Parker's Garage
Rudy't Restaurant
Shroat Brothers Meat Market
Stokes-Billington Motor Company
Superior Laundry and Cleaners
J. T. Taylor Seed and Implement Co.
Varsity Theater
Western Kentucky Stages

ELECTRIC

GENERAL

businesses:

A. B. 13tle & Son

eorn-Austin

DISCOVERIES ARE MADE
p08{.)C FOR EVERYBODY'
S

•

Farmer & Gibbs Dress Shop

Berry Insurance Agency

BY NUTRITION

Muf ray
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